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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

During the year 1974-1975, a number of tests have been conducted, all
aimed at measuring the performance of a window shade drogue. The goals of

the tests have been the following:

1) Measure the drag coefficient of a full-scale window-shade drogue

under ideal conditions and compare with values derived in scale-

model tests.

2) Measure the slippage velocity of a window-shade drogue at sea

while coupled to a Nova buoy.

3) Measure the verticil drag noefficient of a window-shade drogue.

4) Attempt to correlate the slippage velocity and associated drogue

forces to the envirinmental forcing parameters (wind, waves,

currents, etc.) in an attempt to get a first-order corrective

scheme of general applicability to the oceanographic community.

In the process of working towards the above goals, a useful tool for

measuring the forces and dynamic motion of a window-shade drogue has been

developed. This instrument is called a Force Vector Recorder (FVR). The

major source of money for the development of the FVR has been supplied by

the Office of Naval Research in support of the Draper Laboratory program

studying nooring dynamics. This instrument is described.

Based on tests and analysis carried out on scale-model drogues in

the previous year's contract, z number of general guidelines had been

developed to be used in the ocean. These guidelines were applied to the

design of a full-scale drogue. The analysis and details of this design

are presented herein.
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in working towards the achievement of ýhe above-stated goals, a droque

slippage-measurement technique, employing high-resolution radar positioning,

and appropriate computer programs for date analysis was developed. Further-

more, the usefulness of the FVR for measuring the dynamic environment of

a window-shade drogue is demonstrated.
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SECTION 2

WINDOW-SHADE-DROGUE DESIGN

The basic idea of a window-shade drogue is that of two large horizontal

poles which are constrained by a flexible plastic material exactly like a

home roll-up window shade. The shape will align itself normal to fluid

flow if it is attached at the top in line with the center of the drogue and

if weights on the bottom are balanced about the center. Additional design

features of a large window-shade dlrogue to be used in the ocean are

covered in this section.

2.1 Analysis

A simple analytical model of the static loads applied to a window-shade-

drogue upper spreader bar can be derived by assuming the bar is uniformly

loaded as shown in Figure 1. It is supported by two wires with vertical

load componefits of RA and R. There are two conditions which may lead to

a static failure of the top spreader pole: an elastic instability (buckling)

condition, and a tensile failure due to excessive bending stresses.

The buckling condition results from compressive loads in the support

wires and is governed by the equation:

112 E1I
crit - (1)

where P is the critical compressive longitudinal load on the bar whichcrit

results in buckling.

3 U
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S~~~Assume; ,

weight = W L
R A +RB W

= W L_ Top Spreader Bar

SSupport 

Wires

A G2~ ~ sign

r ~ Convention

load/unit length

SI__

Bending
Moment
Curve

w 2

y2max) = 4

NIMinimum IbI w.hen %•,(mx + Mb(min) "0

or when a =.207 L -

and mb(max) = -Mb(min) 0.021 WL

Figure 1. Window-Shade-Vrogue Spreader-Bar Bendiang Stresses
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If the support wires are symmetrically mounted on the top spreader bar,

and the weights within the bottom bar are uniformly distributed, then the

tension values in each support wire T and T , will be equal. The loads
A B

which will theoretically give rise to a spreader bar buckling are then given

by

P= TA sin= R tanO (2)

A A

In equation (1), for buckling in the plane of the drogue, I is the area

moment of inertia of the spreader bar about the longitudinal axis in a hori-

zontal direction (I=.75 in ). The value of Young's Modulus (E) in equation (1)
7 .2

is that for 6061 - T6 aluminum (E = 10 lb/in. ). Plugging the above

parameters into equation (1), it was found that the compressive force which

would bring about buckling was well above anything that could be encountered

within the given design and loading.

As shown in Figure 1, the support points for the top spreader bar

can be optimally located in order to minimize the bending stresses in the

bar. If the force loading on the bar is given by w, (force/unit length),

the stresses in the various components can be calculated.

The bending stresses in the top spreader bar of a wi.ndow-shade

drogue were calculated using the following equations:

-q (3)

aMb()•- V (4)

where:

q load/unit length = --

V = shear force

Mb = bending moment

x = horizontal coordinate along

bar as shown in Figure 1.

5
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BY using singularity functions and referring to Figure 1 it is

possible to apply equations (3) and (4) to derive the general bending

moment curve for the spreader bar. It should be pointed out that a

family of singularity of functions can be defined as follows:

P<x-a> = concentrated load of magnitude P

applied at x=a

Q<x-a> = Step in load of magnitude Q
beginning at x=a

AR<x-a>1 =Ramp loading function of magnitude R

beginning at x=a

2S<x-a> = Parabolic load function of magnitude S

beginning at x=a.

In general the above functions are related as follows:

rx an <x-a>n+l
J<x-a> dx n+l

Equations (3), (4), and (5) are employed as follows (see Figure 1).

q(x) = -w <x> + R <x-a> + R <x-(L-a)>_ (6)
0 A -1 B

V(x) = W <X> 1 -R <x-a> - R <x-(L-a)>o (7)0 BJ

0 o X2 +1 x-La>

(X) >2 + RA <x-a>+ <x-(L-a)> (8)

Equation (8) is plotted in Figure 1 for the case of a variable a.

Two maxima in the bending moment (Nb) occur as shown in Figure 1. One is

positive and the other is negative. If a=0 (i.e., the support wires are

- -



suspended on the ends of the spreader bar), the bending moments are all

positive and a maximum of =(max) g WL occurs at the center of the bar.
L. abmxL 1

if a = 2 , the bending is all negative and equal to Mb(min) - WL. Both

positive or negative bending stresses are assumed to be equally bad for an

assumed isotropic material in the spreader bar.

A condition of minimum bending stress exists when:

M b(max) + Mb(min) = 0 (9)

I - The parameter, a, which satisfies equation (9) is a = .207 L. In this case

SM(max) =-%(min) = .021 WL (10)

Equation (10) can be used in selecting the proper spreader-bar size

and material.

2.2 Model Testing

A drawback to easy deployment of a window-shade drogue is that large

dimensions on the spreader bars make drogue-launching a somewhat cumbersome

and time-consuming operation. This is especially true for "ships of

opportunity" which, it is hoped, will be able to launch drogued drifting buoys.

In order to facilitate the handling ani enable almost a drogue self-deploy-

ment when the buoy is put in the water, it is desirable to have a drogue

whose width is on the order of 7 feet wide. With such a dimension

the drogue can easily store alongside and attach to the lower cylindrical

section of the Nova hull during deployment. It is felt that the droque

can then self-deploy within a few minutes by the dissolution of a fastener.

In order to keep the drogue area high in order to couple well to cur-

rents, a narrow drogue necessitates a long vertical dimens.on. Questions

then arise as to whether a drogue, with a large length-to-width ratio,

will align itself perpendicular to the flow. It is wondered whether the

drogue may flutter like a ribbon in a breeze if it becomes too narrow.

*7



I In order to explore these questions, tow tank tests of five scale-model

window-shade drogues of varying length-to-width (Z/w) ratios were conducted

in the MIT Ship Model Towing Tank.

The k/w ratio was varied from 6 to 38 in model sizes whose vertical

dimension did not exceed 38 inches. It was found that all models streamed

normal to the flow at test speeds of 0.1 to 0.14 knots. Based on these

brief tests, drogues were constructed at Nova University with dimensions

of approximately 5 ft x 50 ft and tested in the Gulf of Maine by Dr. Bill
!• Richardson.

2.3 Full-Scale Drogue Description

Over and above the basic desire to build a drogue that is cheap,
easily fabricated, easy to deploy, and locks to the water mass, it is de- I
sirable that the drogue survive for a useful life in the ocean. This be-

comes a very practical engineering problem once the general drogue con-

figuration and area is chosen.

Many points pertinent to the survivability of a drogued buoy were

discussed in Vachon (1973). The appendices to that report endeavor to

quantify conditions under which a drogue might swamp a buoy or alternatively

lead to "shock" loading conditions in the buoy tether line.

A full-scale window-shade drogue was designed and built with the de-

sire to maximize the strength, as analyzed' in the previous section, and

yet minimize drag due to motion in the vertical direction. Figures 2 and

3 give details of the window-shade-drogue design. Faired nautical spars were

employed for the top and bottom poles of a 12 ft x 26 ft rectangular drogue.

The faired poles give a maximum bending stiffness while minimizing drag to

motion parallel to the plane of the drogue. This feature should reduce the

drag coefficient to vertical motion and thus the dynamic loads on the buoy

and tether line. The Herculite plastic was supported on a rope (7/16-inch dia.)

which slides within~a 9/16-inch-dia. groove in the spars. This feature

distributes the stresses at the transition point between drogue and spar.

8
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FORCE VECTOR RECORDERI V LOCATION DURING TESTS

ýi-'

-~LUFF AREA ALL TESO &

ALON SPRADERBARSECURE LUFF LINE
ALON SPRADERBARUNDER SCREW

(TOP & BOTTOM)

\DRILL HOLES IN TOP OFI ______________SPREADER BAR TO RELEASE
__________________TRAPPED AIR. (TOP & EBOTTOM

BARS)I1
HERCULITE MARINE DR 7/16 DIA NYLON ROPE AS

I /SHACKLE
BOTTOM STRUT MAST STEP CLOSURES

NOTES: SECTIONAA
1. INSTALL 'BALLAST WEIGHTS WITHIN BOTTOM

STRUT & CONTAIN WITH MAST STEP END CLOSURES.

Figure 2. Window-Shade-Drogue Design
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--i
2.844 .085 WALL

YACHTING SPAR
rxx :".75 IN 4

MATERIAL:
ALUMINUM, 6061-TI

2HEM g9 DIA. HOLE

(GLUED ONLY) 16
7- DIA. NYLON ROPE16

HERCULITE MARINE DR
. (.015 THICK)

Figure 3. Window-Shade-Drogue Spreader Bar (Section Showing
Hercul te Mounting to Aluminum Spar)
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The drogue design is straightforward and simple. The triangular areaI at the top of the drogue is not filled with plastic because it would, in

general, cost more money to fabricate, while only adding a small percent

to the total area, and would somewhat complicate the drag data analysis

later. Standard nautical mast-step closures were used for the ends of the

struts (both top and bottom). As shown in Figure 2, the mast-step closures

close the ends of the bottom strut such that different ballast weights can

be stowed safely within. The rope within the groove was left longer than

the spar to enable one to pull tension in the drogue "luff" (i.e., the I
drogue area adjacent to the spar). The Herculite plastic was glued to T

the nylon rope as it was doubled back and glued to itself in order to make

a secure hem at both top and bottom. The rope was thus secured within the

hem such that tension in the rope pulled tension in the Herculite. The

excess rope at the ends of the grooves was secured under screws tapped

into the mast end closures.

The spars themselves, made of 6061-T6 aluminum, were distributed

through the Zephyr Co. in Wareham, Mass. The spar size shown in Figure 3

cost $3.80 per linear foot in the spring of 1974. As drogue widths are

reduced, the spar lengths and strengths can be reduced, thus dramatically

reducing this component of drogue cost.

-1 2.4 Droque Material

The Herculite plastic employed in the drogue was purchased in the springII 2of 1974. Its cost was then 18.5 cents per square foot (i.e., $1.67/yd.

it came in standard bolt widths of approximately 5 feet. Wider dimensions

were easily fabricated with factory-glued joints at no extra cost. A 2-inch

lapped and glued joint was avowed to develop the full strength of the fab-

ric. The Herculite material chosen was the Marine DR grade because of its

avowed better properties in sea water and substantial thickness (.015-inch thick).

Other Herculite fabrics were available but most of them were thinner and not

specifically designed for a marine environment.

Numerous samples of Herculite mla~t-i.- sheet (PVC with nylon mesh re-

inforcement) were tested in tie North Atlantic (location: approximately

28 0N, 70OW) for extended periods of time. Only two types of Herculite were
1
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placed in the ocean (Number 6 and Marine DR) along with samples of plastic

coated nylon rip-stop, nylon cloth, anO taffeta. All samples were returned

in apparently the same condition in which they were installed. only the

Herculite samples were tested in the laboratory. The Herculite people in

New York conducted a Mil Standard test CCC-T-191b free of charge on all

samples whose history is summarized in Table 1. The breaking and tear strength

of the materials was found to be unchanged. The only observed change was

that the material was slightly stiffer. With these results in view of the

lower cost per unit area of Herculite over the other fabrics tested, it was

decided to construct the drogues of Herculite Marine DR fabric.

Table 1. Herculite Fabric Test Summary

Sample No. Depth (Meters) Approx. Duration in Water

1 (6 & DR) 500 June - December '73 - 165 days

2 " 500 March - June '73 - 100 days

3 " 1000 "

j 4 " 1500

It should be pointed out that more recent tests on the survivability

of drogued buoys in the ocean were conducted in the Gulf of Maine under

severe conditions by Dr. William S. Richardson of Nova University. The

drogue design was essentially the same as that in the previous section

although narrower (approximately 5 feet wide). The results of the tests

are at present still very sketchy because Dr. Richardson and four other

investigators were not officially seen again after they went to sea on

Jan. 3, 1975 to retrieve drifting buoys and drogues. At that point in

time the test data in substance showed that Herculite Marine DR fabric

was not rugged enough to survive more than approximately 10 days while

coupled to the Nova buoy. After testing many fabrics, it appears that

a nylon canvas called "duck" is perhaps the most acceptable alternative.

It is a rather heavy (9 oz. per square yard) sheet which, unlike

Herculite, should support loads with nearly every fiber. It appears that

Herculite supports nearly all its loads by a nylon cloth mesh which is im-

bedded in a matrix of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Thus it is felt that Her-

culite is substantially weaker. The ocean materials tests described above

indicate that under the given conditions nylon (as tested with nylon rip-

stop) will survive as well as Herculite.
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It was later decided that additional wires should be installed along

the sides of the drogue between the top and bottom spreader bars in order

Lu aipport the dynamic loads imposed by the ballast weight.

I
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SECTION 3

FORCE VECTOR RECORDER (FVR) DESIGN

One method of measuring the drogue performance during the sea test

was by an instrument mounted at the top spreader bar of the drogue. It

was hoped that this instrument would, in essence, measure the horizontal

component of drag force acting on the drogue as well as any dynamical in-

put to the top of the drogue.

3.1 FVR Description

The FVR is a modified self-recording tempenature/depth sphere, dev'elopad

by the Draper Lab for the MODE program. The instrument package is altered

in appearance and function in order to measure and record accelerations

in three orthogonal directions, mooring line azimuth rotation angles,
and pressure. Force balance accelerometers with a dynamic r.nge of up to

±lg are used to measure the accelerations. Two low-power-consuming magneto-

meters are used for the angle sensing devices. Finally, a high-sensitivity
-train gauge pressure transducer is employed to measure absolute pressure.

The two accelerometers with their sensitive axes perpendicular to the

mooring line are used to measure both the average as well as the dynamic ex-

cursions of the mooring line inclination angle under most circumstances. The

pressure sensor, with a suitable pressure range, can measure the vertical ex- -

cursions of the drogue in the water column. It was hoped that the data de-

rived from the FVR, while mounted to a full-scale drogue in an ocean test,

would provid6 valuable baseline data for future coupled dynamic math models

of the buoy-tether line-drogue combination.

The instrument physically appears much like a sphere with a short cylinder

interposed between hemispheres as shown in Figure 4. It contains all power,

digitization, and recording capabilities within a pressure housing.

14



PRESSURE HOUSING

FOAM FLOTATION SHELL
"\ ) [

/ /

0/) (a.yOU

14 4K N/I I I--

- - 16 D IA . 1 4 !

(SPHERE)

SPECIFICATIONS
Max. Avail.

Measurement Sensor Range Freq. Resp. Resolution

Acceleration (3 - axes) Force Balance ±1 g 0-1 Hz .001 g
Accelerometer

Angular Change (2 - axes) Magnetometer 0-3600 0-1 Hz -.10 (max.)
Azimuth

Pressure Strain gage 0-100 0-1 Hz .0003 of
bridge psia full scale (**)

Tension (*) Strain gage 0-10,000 0-1 Hz .0003 of
bridge lbs. full scale (**)

CAPABILITIES

2
Pressure ........ 10,000 lb/in. max. external working pressure

Life ............ To approximately 6 months on internal batt. pack

Data recording..Burst or continuous mode @ max. rate of two 6-word scans/s
(10-bit words)

(*) At present the inclusion of a tension measurement would necessitate
sacrificing the pressure measurement. Tension sensor is readily adapt-
able but not included in thi, present design.

(**)Full-scale output selected for optimum accuracy and range in any

application.
t Pressure sensors with rangq,; to 10,000 psig can be employed.

F-.qure 4. CSDL Neutrally Buoyant Force Vector Recorder (FVR)
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3.2 FVR Capabilities
In order to understand how the FVR measures drogue drag force, it is

necessary to define some basic equations relating to the sensor-drogue combi-

nation. If 0 is the tilt angle of the tether line at the top of the drogue,
* the azimuth rotation angle of the inclined tether line, and p the azimuth

angle of the top spreader bar of the diogue relative to north; the output of
the two accelerometers normal to the mooring line in body-fixed coordinates
for a static situation is the following (see Appendix D):

fx = g sin8 sino (11)
f y = g sine coso (12)

Equations (11) and (12) assume that the accelerometers are specific force

receivers obeying the relation:

+ 4 4

f = specific force = a - g (13)

where a arise•. from linei: accelerations and g is the gravity vector, assumed

to act vertically downward. The angle * is defined as a rotation of the
instrument x-y plane about its inclined body z-axis such that the positive

x-axis rotates in the direction of the positive y-axis (i.e., a right-handed

system, as shown in Figure 22).

By squaring and adding equations (11) and (12), the * terms drop out

leaving:

f2 + f2 = g 2 sin2 e. (14)x y

Therefore, the two accelerometer outputs, when properly combined in a simple

electronic circuit (i.e., the square root of the sum of two squares) gives

a measure of the inclination angle at the top of the drogue. This angle is

related to the drag force through the following two relationships:

F
Dtane=WD (15)W-L

S~16
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and

L =FD tan(2) (16)

where

FD = horizontal component of tether line

tension = drag force

W = weight of drogue + ballast weight

L = lift force on drogue.

Equation (16) is an empirically derived relationiship (Vachon, 1973) which

seems to hold true for smaller values of 6. As e approaches 900, it is

felt that equation (16) is not as valid as for values of 8 up to approxi-

mately 40 to 600. If properly designed and ballasted, a drogue tether line

should never really reach high angles anyway. As a result, equation (16)

is felt to be valid.

The combined weight of the drogue 4nd baliaqt weight in equation (15)

is the weight in water of everything below the tether line. It should be

measured accurately because it is an error term in the drag measurement.

The combination of equations (15) and (16) results in the expression

FD ~ tanO~~(.. (17)
= +tan6 tan

This expression can be greately simplified to the following:

FD = W sinO (18)

This simple expression neglects tangential drag on the drogue, which
should be small compared to the horizontal drag (F ) for small values of

D
6. The tension in the tether line at the top of the drogue (T) also gives

rise to a horizontal component of drag in a form T sinO = FD. By compa•ing
D

this result with equation (18), it appears that to a good first approxi-
mation the tension in the tether line will be constant. This fact led to

S•the selection of accelerometers instead of a tensiometer for measuring FD

because, to a first approximation, the line tension will be equal to the

weight of the drogue in water.

17



I
A sensitivity analysis can be run on equation (18) for realistic values [

of W and e which may be encountered in the test. An error in the drag force,

FD, as calculated by equation (17) is represented as follows:

dF D- (8 Wde + ( W 0 dW (19)

This gives:

dF = W cosO dO + sine dW (20)

The errors in the ability to measure 0 and W are represented by d6

and dW. It is assumed at present that the weight of the drogue and bal-

last can be weighed to 1% off a dock (i.e., dW = .01W). Therefore dW = 1

pound for W = 100 pounds. The value of dO derived by rewriting equation (14)

as follows:

sinO = g[ + f2 (21)

for which:

d(sinO) sine [dfx + fydfy (22)

substituting equations (11) and (12) in (22) gives:

d(sinO) = !4siný dfx + cos df (23)

According to vendor catalogs the maximum total error in f and f is
x y

approximately .1% of the full scale reading. For this experiment lg accel-

erometers will be used, giving df = df = .001g. Equation (23) can be
x y

S~18
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further maximized if 4)=450. substituting these values in equation (23)

gives:

d(sinO) =.001414

or

dO = d(sine) =.001414 (24)
cose cose

~~1 When equation (24) is substituted into (20) along with the relation dW=

.01W, the following is derived:

IdFD =W(.001414 + .01 sinO) (25)

Equation (25) says that the maximum error in the drag force measure-

ment is a linear function of the ballast weight. Table 2 summarizes dF0Ias a function of 0 for various values of W.
Table 2. Summary of dF as a Function of 6 for Various Values of W

D

dF (Pounds)

L -ýU W 50 lbs Wl100lbs W 150 lbs

20 .085 .17 .26

40 .105 .21 .317

60 .125 .25 .37

100 .155 .31 .47

150 .2 .4 .6

200 .24 .48 .72

300 .32 .64 .96

19



By the suggested method of data handling [equation (21)], it is pos-

sible to get measurement errors due to linear accelerations of the sphere

itself [see equation (13)]. If the problem is assumed to be planar with

the drogue top spreader bar horizontal, accelerations of a and a , in

inertial space are assumed. The subscripts x' and z' refer to horizontal

and vertical (down) respectively, both in the plane of the tether line.

The specific force sensed by the accelerometers is as follows:

fx = sinf(-gsinO + a xCOS - azsinO) (26)

fy = -cosý(-gsinO + a ,cosO - a ,sinO) (27)

When combined in the form of equation (21) and simplified, the following

result is obtained:

f+ f 2  g2 sinO + (a ,cos 2e -
2 ax,a ,sin8 cosO + a•,sin 2e) (28)

x y Z

It can be seen that the signal being sought (i.e., g 2sin28) is hidden amidst

other signals arising from linear accelerations. If it is assumed that the

accelerations are simple sinusoidal motion, those acceleration terms which

are squared will still contribute to an increase in the time average of the

whole equation.

As a result of this analysis it is shown that extreme care must be

taken in designing the experiment. A minimum of dynamic excitation from

the surface buoy is very important in order to make accurate measurements

of mooring line inclination angle. In order to explore the sensitivity

of FVR sensor errors to drogue motion, a mathematical computer simulation

of buoy-drogue dynamics was created. :t was assumed that an FVR was

attached to the drogue-to-spreader bar. It was found that, for the

assumptions of planar (two-dimensional) motion with zero mean acceleration,

the Euler angles sensed by the FVR (after processing in the same manner as

real data) were within a small part of a degree to the "real" simulated

values from the dynamic response. Even at higher sea states, it is felt

that the errors would still be small. The case being simulated was a 2-

foot sea with the same conditions as the test to be described in Section 5.2.

20
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1 3.3 FVR Design Considerations

In order to analyze the accelerometer outputs in a simple manner, as a

I means of measuring mooring line inclination, the FVR had to be very nearly

neutrally buoyant with its center of buoyancy and center of gravity coin-

- cident. The desire for neutral buoyancy helps to ensure that the FVR

mooring line attachment points will be in line with the mooring line for

I the case of moorings with low tension. This would not be such a strong

consideration if mooring line tensions were greater than a few hundred

pounds.

If the sphere is negatively buoyant (i.e., its normal condition) it

will appear as a discontinuity in the mooring line which is proportional

to the weight, line tension, and location of the CG. As the surface buoy

I moves up and down, the mooring line tension can change which would alter

the discontinuity angle of the sphere. Such changes produce signals on

I the accelerometer output (due to pure angle change) which could be inter-

preted as accelerations. The opposite is true also. That is, vertical

and horizontal accelerations at the sphere will be sensed as periodic

ripples on top of the steady signals [equations (11) and (12)].

The CG and CB should be coincident because, when the sphere undergoes

motion in response to buoy or tether line motion, the inertia and drag

forces should act through the same point. The drag forces are assumed to

act through the CG. If these points are separated, a force couple will be

formed which will tend to rotate the sphere during accelerations. If the

rotations of the sphere are at the samw? frequency as linear accelerations,

a non-linearity can exist in the measurement system which can give rise

to errors in the form of biases to the signal from an accelerometer sen-

sitive to the direction of acceleration.

S21
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SECTION 4

CONTROLLED FULL-SCALE TESTS

The shallow water test of a window-shade drogue was conducted in a

setting such that as many parameters as possible were controlled or mea-

sured. The primary goal of the test was to measure the drag coefficient

of a full size window shade drogue and compare it with the value [(CD ) =

1.931 derived in the scale-model tests. Other goals of this experiment

were the following:

1) Attempt to observe the dynamic angular response of the drogue

to currents in different directions.

2) Check the performance of the Force Vector Recorder under steady

and dynamic loads.

3) Calibrate the Force Vector Recorder as a device for measuring

horizontal forces on the drogue.

4) Verify the mathematical model of a drogue inclination angle

as a function of drag force.

4.1 Test Description

The tests were conducted in shallow water on a calm day in an attempt

to minimize spurious effects. The overall test can be broken into four parts

as shown in Figure 5. The first two parts are tests to ascertain the ef-

fects of wind and currents on the test. The first test involved ballasting

the float with the same weight foun-] in later tests such that the float was

submerged by the same amount. This constraint provided the same wind and

4 22
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F

surface current coupling as in other tests. The float was a plastic bar-

rel which minimized the surface drag. In the second test the drogue was

ballasted and placed at its design depth in order to measure the true cur-

rents present. A comparison of the drift trajectories, as recorded by

shore-based visual tracking in these two tests, gave insight into the con-

ditions existing in the test basin, for which corrections must be included.

It was found that in all tests wind and surface current effects were negli-

gibly small.

Tests 3 and 4 were tests in which a drogued and undrogued float is

towed through the water by a boat which in turn was towed at a constant

speed by a shore-based winch. The tension required to tow each configur-

ation is measured by a spring scale force gauge and visually recorded

aboard the boat. The speed of the tow was measured by pulling a measurable

amount of rope through the winch capstan over a measured period of time.

Test 3 was a calibration tow in which the drag force of the float and

ballast weight were measured while riding at the same water depth as in

test 4. Test 4 measured the drogue performance according to the equation:

1

F =- V 2 CA (9D 2 rel D (29)

for which all parameters are known except CD.

It was found that low-speed towing tests could really only be conducted

when wind conditions were very calm (5-10 knots). This was true because

higher wind velocities would, when not directly on the bow or stern of

the towing boat, cause the boat to veer from its towing path. Such

motion would cause the drag force measurements to be erratic. Therefore,

for all tests in which the data were valid, the effects of wind and also

surface currents were negligible.

24
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The final test shown in Figure 5 is that of towing the full-scale

drogue at a measured speed with the application of a measured horizontal

force in a body of water whose wind and current effects are negligibly

small. If the float and drogue combination shown in test 4 of Figure 51 •is pulled by a tension force, T, at a velocity, Vf, the following equation

applies:

Ti+ Pair ~CDA) float - VfI + Pw (CDA) float ('s - Vf

above below

sVs _fj+ 2 Ow (CDA)drogue ( f I c fI

All items in equation (30) should be known except (CD drogue The

induced drag forces in relation to the ballast weight and drogue area

were in most cases not small enough to assume that C is constant. InD
these cases the drag coefficient is governed by the relation:

3I8
C (8) (CD) cos(D 0 (ý (31)

012 In this equation, the value of 8 is determined from equation (18), where

F is measured on the stern of the towboat and W, the weight of all drogue
D

elements beneath the top spreader bar, is measured independently.

In the last controlled full-scale drogue test (i.e., quarry test 2)

the FVR is connected to the top spreader bar in order to measure 8. The

validity of employing equations (18) and (31) as a model of the drogue

performance as a function of 8 is then verified.

Io
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4.2 Walden Pond Test

On 11 and 12 April 1974, a series of towing tests was conducted on a 312-

square-foot full-size window-shade dxogue. The tests were conducted from

the main dock of Walden Pond in Concord, Massachusetts. Walden was selected

because of the desired depth in close proximity to a dock. The availability

of electrical power and a row boat were also strong site advantages.

On the first day the teat apparatus and Irogue were assembled on site

and checked out. A weighted line was used to explore the bottom topography

of Walden and find the proper spot with adequate water depth. A pothole
with a 59-foot depth reading was found approximately 175 feet from the

dock at about a 25 degree angle from the front of the dock.

Brief tests were conducted but no meaningful data was derived because

of the weather conditions. A 20-30 knot wind out of the west combined with

severe chop to produce impossible test conditions.

on the second day the wind was very light and the water flat calm.

Approximately seven meaningful towing tests were conducted on that day as

described in Table 3. Other test results are not reported because either

the drogue azimuth angle was very bad or the drogue ran aground.

It can be seen in Table 3 that the te2st data cover a Reynolds number

range of 1.6 to 3.8 x 10. The Reynolds numier n i all cases is based

on the drogue width (i.e., L = Width). The average drag coefficient, CD,

is computed using equation (29) where A is the full drogue area of 312 ft 2 .

Table 3 also shows that there is considerable scatcer in the drag

coefficient data. It is felt that part of the scatter, on the low side,

is due to the drogue progressing through the water at an acute angle to

the drag direction. In these cases it is felt that if the drogue were

towed a greater horizontal distance it would have straightened out. Such

was not possible because the drogue would soon run aground if towed very

far. The area within Walden pond which contained water of adequate depth

was not as extensive as desired. It was found that the horizontal dimen-

sions to the test area were limited to a circle of approximately a 100-foot

diameter.

The average value of the drag coefficient of a window-shade drogue,

derived in tow-tank tests, was approximately 1.93. This value seems to

26
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agree in general with values reported in Hoerner (Fluid Dy-,amic Drag).

In the tests reported herein, it was hoped that a value close to 1.9 would

be derived. In Table 3 only the fourth test is close to this value. The

last three are considurably higher, yet close to each other in value. It is

felt that the inertia from the extremely high added mass for horizontal

motion of a window-shade drogue may have contributed to the high values

of CD. It was observed in some cases that the drag force would climb

rapidly to a high value for many seconds. It would subsequently diminish

to a force level of approximately two thirds the maximum. This is felt to be

the added mass effect. The horizontal dimensions of the test area did not

permit acquiring much data after the diminution of drag forcc. Much of the

data shown averages the drag force during this period of diminishing force.

After a test run was conducted the row boat would be rowed by hand

back to thr far extrewities of the test pothole. Such was required because

motors are not allowed on Walden Pond. Rowing a small boat with a large

drogue attached was, needLess to say, a futile effort at best. Progress

was very slow. As a result the tests were very long and tiring.

Insufficient data were derived and a subsequent series of tests were con-
ducted in a water-filled quarry. Such a test site afforded a larger test

area with better ability to pull the drogue back towards the far shore

after the conclusion of a test run.

4.3 Quarry lest No. 1

On May 13, 14, and 15 a series of controlled tests were conducted on

a full-scale window-shade drogue. The tests were conducted in a deep,

abandoned, water-filled quarry whose dimensions afforded sufficient space

for prolonged towing tests. The data derived were, in general, far super-
ior to those derived in phase 1 tests (in Walden Pond). The results indi-

cated that the full scale window shade drogue has on the average approxi-

mately 35% more drag (i.e., (CD) z 2.6) than the scale model.
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The drogue tested was the same one as reported in the phase 1 test

results. It was noticed during the tests that a portion of the ballastI weight, placed within the bottom horizontal pole, had shifted to one side.

As will be discussed later, this weight unbalance in the drogue resulted
in an acute angle at the drogue and a sideward thrust in the direction of

the more heavily weighted side. Therefore, for these tests, all weights

were mounted externally on the ends of the bottom pole, taking care to

prevent a weight unbalance. A total of approximately 90 pounds of weight

(in air) was used on the bottom bar. When implanted in the water the

total drogue weight, including all hardware, was approximately 82 pounds,

76 pounds of which was assigned to the bottom bar area.

The general test setup was essentially the same as in the previous

test. Figure 5 outlines the basic setuip. A level spot approximately

1 foot above the water was found on which the winch was mounted. It was

secured to two pipes pounded into a convenient crack in the rock in a

manner analogous to mountaineers' pitons. After a failure of the power winch

gearbox early in the tests, the boat and drogue were pulled by hand. A

convenient timn rhythm was set up whereby a fairly constant rate of pull

was established which was nearly independent of the force applied. The

drag force measured off the stern of the boat and the drogue origntation

were radioed to shore cvery 5 seconds and recorded. The test was conducted

over a time span of 2 to 6 minutes such that long-term average values were

measured. once the azimuth angle of the drogue became stable the drag

force values did not vary more than 10% over the duration of a given test.

The effects of surface and deep currents were checked by setting a

ballasted surface float and drogued float freely adrift. It was deter-

mined that there were negligible, if any, deep currents at the depth of

the drogue. Wind effects varied from one test to another but in all cases

wo~re negligible due to the low profile of the surface float.

The measured data were the total horizontal force on the drogue and

float at 5-second intervals and the average tow velocity over a given test

run. By knowing the full drogue area these data can be used in equation

(29). What would truly be necessary in order to apply equation (29) to

derive an average drag coefficient would be a knowledge of the average

drag force and the average of the velocity squared. In this way, vari-

ations in the velocity during the test run would be analyzed properly.

29
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In order to tailor equation (29) to the manner in which data were derived

it is necessary to take the square root as follows:

VFD = PCDA) Vrel (32)

where bars over the quantities represent ensemble averages. Thus, it is

necessary to take the average value of the square root of the individual

drag measurements taken every 5 seconds. The average velocity on the right

side of equation (32) is a direct output of the measurement. Therefore, the

drag coefficients for these tests, in which velocity was not necessarily

constant, are calculated from equation (32) and tabulated in column 5 of

Table 4.

The data are analyzed in order to determine the value of drag coef-

ficient if the drogue were hanging straight down (i.e., (CD)O). In order
Do

to do this)equation (18) from the math model of the drogue is applied in

order to determine an angle, 0, at the top of the drogue (Column 5, Table 4.)

This value is then employed it) equation (31) along with the measured

value of CD (Column 5, Table 4) in order to determine an equivalent value

of (CD ) for a given run (Column 7).

The best value for (CD ) based on the data given in Table 4 is

calculated by minimizing the total mean-square difference between the mea-

sured values of C , at a given angle, and the theoretical values deter-

mined by equation (31). Therefore, it is necessary to minimize the expres-

sion:

8i(CDi - (CD)° cos3(8) 2

DI D 0 (33)

In order to minimize equation (33) with respect to (CD)o, a derivative is taken

with respect to (C ) and the expression set equaý to zero. This gives
Do0

the following expression for choosing (C ) in terms of the measured data,

(C) i:

711
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Figure 6. Window-Shade Drogue, Test Results
From Full-Scale Quarry Test No. 1
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Based on the data shown in Table 4, the va1 ' -)f (CD) derived by an
Do0

application of equation (34) is: (CD ) = 2.65. Lased on this value of

(C), a theoretical curve of the C as a function of relative velocity,
Do D

employing equation (31), is plotted in Figure 6. Also included in this

figure are actual measured values of CD. It can be seen that over the

measured velocity range the theoretical curve describes the decreasing

drag coefficient with increasing speed rather well.

Other more qualitative tests were also run at the same time. As

mentioned earlier, a weight unbalance at the bottom of the drogue caused

the drogue to stream at an acute angle with respect to the flow. The

flow impinging on the drogue caused it to develop a sidewards lift force

in the direction of the weight unbalance. This problem can be best

visualized by referring to Figure 7. This sketch shows a front view and

V -~
siderel
Lift -<---

Front View Side View

Figure 7. Effect of Unbalanced Weight

on Window-Shade Drogue
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a side view of a drogue. The side of the drogue with the heaviest weight

will not stream as far back in the flow as the lighter side. The acute

angle to the flow, thus produced, gives the side lift force shown. In

order to avoid this problem which produces unwanted errors, care must be

taken to ensure that ballast weights on the bottom of the drogue are at

all times balanced.

A second result of a qualitative nature was observed while the drogued

float was set adrift under the influence of wind and surface currents on.y.

At the beginning of the test the drogue was lined up pointing in the di-

rection of the wind. The 15-inch diameter x 23-inch long float shown in

Figure 5 exhibited only about 6 inches of freeboard to be acted on by a

wind of between 10 and 20 knots. After 1 hour of test the drogue had

moved approximately 75 feet in the direction of the wind while at the same

time the drogue had begun swinging around such that it was approximately

at a 450 angle to the wind and drift direction. After another 20 minutes

the drogue had rotated approximately another 20 degrees and drifted another

25 feet downwind.

If a truly zero value of current existad at the drogue depth, as

believed from other tests with no wind blowing, the wind force acting

on the buoy caused a relative velocity by the drogue of approximately

0.01 knots (0.5 cm/s). It is believed from this test, at which time

drogue ballast weights were balanced, that the drogue angular response

in quiet water is sufficient to ensure that it will eventually rotate

normal to the flow. Questions still remain, however, on how a drogue

angular response will be affected by the wave-induced dynamics of a

surface buoy coupled to the drogue.

4.4 Quarry Test No. 2

On 18 and 19 November 1974, a third series of full-scale shallow-

water drogue tests were conducted. Again they were conducted in the

Gloucester quarry.
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It was especially important that the orientation of the tow be known

relative to magnetic north because magnetometers within the FVR were used

as the angle sensing devices. Therefore, a hand-held compass was em-

ployed as a reference sensor to measure the angle between magnetic north

and the direction of tow.

The magnetometers were calibrated at the field site in order to ob-

tain the magnitude of the magnetic vector and the local dip angle.

The towing test results are evaluated and displayed in Table 5 and

Figure 8. The drag data, plotted in Figure 8, also display a theoretical

curve of drag coefficient as a function of relative velocity. This curve

is based only on the data derived in the last quarry test (test 3). It

was determined based on a least-squares fit to the given data. It can

be seen that the maximum value of drag coefficient, (CD )o = 2.58, is

very close to the value of (CD)o = 2.65 derived in the previous quarry

test.

Two drag data points in Figure 8 are conspicuously different from

the body of other data presented. At present no firm explanation is avail-

able to explain the low drag coefficient. It is felt that because of the

low force values during these runs (3.6 pounds and 7 pounds), a force

measurement error due to stiction in the spring scale may have been the

source of the problem. This problem did not, however, show itbalf in

other test runs as the spring scale was able to move smoothly from one

force value to another with no sudden "jumps" which might be expected if

undue stiction were present. In general, it is felt that th spring scales

had a force resolution of less than 1 pound.

Figure 9 shows the drogue fully deployed while being pulled by large

forces getting into position for a test. This configuration is not what

one would expect to find in the ocean. Figure 10 shows the drogue and FVR

(a sphere) suspended stationary beneath the float. The float is attached

to the stern of a boat, ready for a towing test. Drag forces are measured

on the stern of the boat and values radioed to shore in real time. Tow

velocities are measured at the shore-mounted winch.
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Figure 8. Full-Scale Window-Shade Drogue, Quarry Test Results
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The inclination angle of the top of the drogue is monitored by the

accelerometers on the FVR acting as inclinometers. The two accelerometers

sensitive to accelerations in a horizontal plane (when drogue hangs

straight down) give outputs f and f which are employed in equation (21)
x y

in order to determine tilt angie 0. The value of the inclination angle,

0, derived from the FVR data used in equation (11) was compared with the

value derived from a knowledge of the drag force FD, and weight at the

bottom of the drogue, W, employed in equation (18).

Some of the values of 0 derived in the above manners during quarry

test 2 were compared as shown in Tables 6 and 7. The subscripts to the

O-column refer to the equation numbers by which the values were calculated.

The value of e, and the calculated drag force in Table 6 were determined

Sassuming a weight, W, equal to the sum of the full drogue and ballast

weight (both are in-water weights). The values displayed in Table 7 were,

however, calculated assuming a weight, W, equal to the sum of only -e 'f

the drogue weight and the full ballast weight (in-water weights). .t -e

calculations the weight of the top speader bar, bridle, and FVR ast 'd

in that they do not appreci.ably contribute to a moment balance which ..

keep the drogue vertical in the water column.

The last column in Tables 6 and 7 shows the percentage difference

between the measured drag force and a calculated drag force based on the

inclination angle measured by the FVR. It can be seen that, in general,

the calculated drag force tends to be too high if the full drogue material

weight is employed in calculating the total ballast. If, however, only

one-half of the drogue material weight is employed in the calculation

(Table 7), the calculation scheme, based on equation (18), predicts drag

forces whose average difference with the measured forces is nearly zero.

Therefore, it is felt that, in the future, when equation (18) is applied

the value of W should be evaluated as the sum of the wet weights of the

ballast and one-half the drogue material weight.
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4.5 Check on Quality of FVR Data

The quality of the data derived by the FVR during the quarry test were

checked in three different ways in order to gain insight into the capabili-

ties and limitations of the instrument. First, the pressure sensor was em-

ployed to find on a printed record if the drogue was hanging straight

down. The output resolution of the pressure sensor was .07 ft/count.

With this sensitivity it would sense when the drogue streamed up vertically

during a towing test. The tilt angle, 0, based only on the output of the

pressure sensor was evaluated employing the relation:

o = cos T) - (35)

where: AZ = change of height in water column

£ = tether line length

Equation (35) assumes that the tether line is straight from the buoy pivot

to the sensor. Attempts at getting good correlation between results ob-

tained by equations (21) and (35) were somewhat heartening, although the

values predicted by equation (35) were always larger. For example, tests

number 5 (average velocity = 3.41 cm/s) and 9B (average velocity =

4.39 cm/s) predicted tilt angles of 12.2 and 17.0 degrees, respectively.

These values were 30% and 34% higher than the values predicted by the

accelerometers. It is felt that three factors may have contributed to the poor

agreement. First, the tether line length was relatively short (approximately

8 ft.), leading to a e value very sensizive to AZ. Secondly, equation (35)

is dealing with a cosine function near zero values for e which necessitates

the greatest sensitivity on the AZ measurement in order to know e well..

Lastly, the surface float supporting the test reduces its submergence as

relative velocity and drogue lift forces increase. This fact leads to an-

other uncertainty which it is hoped will be calculated at a later time in

order to get a better correlation. In summary, the pressure transducer was

of immeaburable value in pinpointing key occurrences in the data which are

sometimes more obscure in the accelerometer data.
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A good method of checking the data quality wa.: to plot the data from

the accelerometers as a function of time as a visual check on the data for

noise and drift. Figure 11 is a plot of the acce]erometer data recorded

during towing test 10B. The sensitivities of each axis and the bias value

of fx fy , and fz are also shown. These values should pertain when the rel-

ative velocity at the drogue is zero.

It can be seen in Figure 11 that the noisiest axis, the y-axis, dis-

plays a peak-to-peak amplitude variation of approximately 20 counts, which

when divided by the sensitivity, amounts to a signal variation of .026 g.

If all the change were in the y-axis only this would amount to a 1.5-degree

angle change. This change in value is felt to be reasonable in the presence

of an average angle of approximately 4.60.

A third method of checking data quality is to see if the square root of

the sum of the squares from the three accelerometer axes measures local gravity.

Table 8 is a summary of accelerometer data from the six tests shown in Tables

6 and 7.
Table 8. Quarry Test Accelerometer Data

Test f f
2  f f2  (f2f 2 2)31

x x y y z (xfyfz

10B .057 .0032 .057 .0032 .996 .992 .9988

4 .054 .003 .096 .0092 .094 .988 1.0006

10A .059 .0035 .103 .011 .994 .988 1.003

3 .056 .0031 .175 .031 .988 .977 ..Oi

5 .051 .0026 .156 .024 .988 .977 1.003

9B .046 .0021 .215 .046 .998 .996 1.044

It can be seen from Table 8 that the square root of the sum of the

squares of the average accelerometer signals differs from Ig by a maximum of

4.4%. Most.of the other values are within 1% of 1g. This fact adds great

confidence to the data derived. It may be that test 9B, which was at the

fastest speed and had the most error in the sum of accelerometer signals was

sensitive to a non-linear dynamically-induced error. This cannot be deter-

mined at present. The technique of measuring drogue tilt angle with the

* FVR does, however, look adequate for the purposes of the ocean test. The

effects of ocean dynamics on these conclusions may be assessed later.
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4.6 Interpretation of Quarry Test Data

A comparison between the drag coefficient of a window-shade drogue

measured in the scale model towing tests (i.e., (CD)o 1.93, Vachon (3973))

and the ful.-scale towing tests is somewhat puzzling. The average full

scale measured drag coefficient of (C D)o 2.6 is approximately 35% higher

than that measured in the model tests. First, a precedent for believing

the very high value of drag coefficient measured in the quarry tests is

found in the vertical drag coefficient of a gliding parachute. secondly,

it is believed that difficulties inherent in the hydrodynamic scale model

testing may have led to some of the measured differences between model and

full-scale test results. Lastly, it is felt that the test configuration

in the quarry may have also given rise to some of the measured differences.

When the window-shade-drogue scale-model test data are closely examined

(Vachon, 1973, Figures 16-19, and Appendix A) a few interesting observations

help to understand some of the measured differences. First, the modified

Froude scaling tests, in which the model relative velocity was equal to the

full-scale relative velocity, were conducted at Reynolds numbers much lower

than the full-scale model. This points out one of the basic difficulties

in any hydrodynamic model testing; that is, that it is not possible to

conduct rroude and Reynolds scaling tests simultaneously. For the Froude

scale model tests, the Reynolds number range was 1.3 to 6.6 x 104, while,

for the full-scale model, the Reynolds number based on drogue width ranged
5

from 1.3 to 3.0 x 10 , or about one decade higher. At the low speeds found in

both tests, the drogue did nuo, oscillate due to vortex shedding. Therefore,

from this viewpoint, the tests are analogous although at different Reynolds

numbers.

It is, however, believed that, on the basis of the higher Reynolds

numbers only, the higher drag coefficient of the full-scale model can be

somewhat attributed to an adverse pressure gradient on the back side of the

drogue caused by flow separation at the edge of the drogue. At the higher

Reynolds nuziibers the water has more difficulty moving around the drogue

edges and filling in the back side. The result is a lower pressure on the

back of the drogue and a higher drag force.
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Attempts were made in the scale model tests to conduct Reynolds scaling

tests (i.e., model Reynolds no. = full-scale Reynolds no.) in which the

drogue angle and shape were kept the same as in the equivalent Froude scaling

tests. Reynolds numbers between 1 and 3.3 x 105 were achieved with the

models. It should be noted that this range corresponds to the full-scale

test Reynolds numbers (see Tables 4 and 5). Because the Reynolds scaling

velocities were higher than Froude scaling velocities by the dimensional

scale factor (approximately 10) the model had to be very heavily ballasted

in order to maintain the same shape. As pointed out in Vachon (1973),

this heavy weight at the high velocities lead to two problems.

1) Vortex shedding from the drogue caused large lateral and

rotational oscillations of the model drogues; and

2) the heavy weight suspended from the bottom of the drogue

picked up and stored some of the vortex shedding oscillatory

energy and appeared to reinforce the pendulum mode of

drogue and weight oscillation.

As the relative velocity by the drogue was increased, the drogue began

to oscillate in a manner similar to a "sculling" motion. Sculling motion

is named after the manner in which a single oarsman propels a small boat

from the stern by thwart-ship oar rotation coordinated with rotation about

its longitudinal axis. With the drogue, such motion appeared as a pendulum

mode of oscillation combined with an abrupt change of drogue azimuth angle

at the extreme positions of the pendulum motion. It is felt that this os-

cillation of the models at Reynolds speeds caused the adverse pressure gra-

dient across the drogue to be "spilled." As a result the measured drag

force and drag coefficient of the models were less than a non-oscillatory

condition. This effect is believed to account for some of the difference

between the model Reynolds tests as compared to the full-scale tests.
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Slight oscillations of the models were first noticed at Reynolds

numbers of 6 x 104 in the Froude scaling tests. Oscillations first ap-

peared at Reynolds numbers of approximately 2 x 105 in the heavily-ballasted

Reynolds tests and became more severe as the relative velocity was increased.

At a relative velocity of 0.813 knot (Re = 2.7 x 105), a pendulum angle

of approximately ±15 degrees at a frequency of approximately .3 Hz was ob-

served in the model tests. No such oscillations were observed at similar

Reynolds numbers during the full-scale tests.

The lower drag coefficient measured during scale-model Froude tests

is believed to be partly due to the lower Reynolds number (one decade lower

than full scale). A similar phenomenon is shown in Figure 8 of Vachon (1973)

wherein the drag coefficient of a cylinder or sphere at intermediate Rey-

nolds numbers (Re , 10 3-1i 4 ) is reported to be approximately 20% less than

the value at a Reynolds number of approximately 105 (i.e., just below the

critical Reynolds number). It is felt that the window-shade drogue exhibits

a similarly lower drag coefficient at lower relative velocities. It is

hoped that future tests may more fully explore this phenomenon and that the

theoretical curve at low relative velocities in F~.gure 8 may be refined in

order to reflect a variation in CD with Reynolds number.

It is felt that another problem existed in the quarry tests which may

have given rise to test error. The drogue itself was suspended approximate-

ly 8 feet beneath the surface of the water in order to enable one to view

its angular response during a test. The vertical and horizontal dimensions

of the drogue were, however, 26 and 12 feet, respectively. It is felt that

the relatively close proximity of the drogue to the surface resulted in a

small flow "blocking" effect. As the drogue is pulled water piles up on the

front surface which ultimately must leak around the edges in order to estab-

lish a steady flow condition. In such a situation the surface will appear

much like a solid boundary to flow trying to leak over the top surface, pos-

sibly resulting in a higher drag coefficient.
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This effect is felt to be small compared to the total measurement

difference. It is, however, a test parameter which was different from

that employed in the scale-model tests in which the drogue was submerged

a distance approximately equal to one drogue length. It also had a similar

clearance to the bottom of the tow tank. Future towing tests of the full-

s,-ale drogue in still bodies of water should attempt to place the drogue

at least 26 feet from the surface and bottom of the body of water. The

quarry in which the past tests were conducted is approximately 90 to 100

feet deep in certain areas. Such depths should permit the type of test

desired.

In addition to differing with the scale-model test results, the quar-

ry test -drag coefficients are at first glance well above the values reported

in Hoerner (1965) for a stable, descending full-scale parachute. Hoerner

(Section 13.8) reports that the drag coefficient of a stable chute in

straight vertical descent will be approximately 1.4. If, however, the

chute is unstable due to its design, such that it glides laterally through

the air as it descends, it will develop a lift force which augments its

apparent vertical drag as shown in Figure 12. This phenomenon is more ful-

ly explored for various chute designs in Knacke and Hegele (1949). They

found that for vertically descending model chutes in the Reynolds number

range of 1.5 to 5 x 105, the drag coefficient increased with decreasing

velocity. It was assumed that air vortices more readily attached them-

selves preferentially to one side of the canopy at lower velocities caus-

ing lateral streaming motion and a lift force.

The lift force, FL (shown in Figure 12), will act normal to its total

velocity vector, V, which is the sum of the glide (V ) plus the descent

(Vd) velocities. In such a case, the lift force resolves into a vertical

(upward) and a horizontal component. The horizontal component causes the

chute to glide while the vertical lift component augments the chute drag.
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The angle, a, at which the chute streams is approximately 45* for a

material with zero porosity. In such cases a computation of CD based on

the total weight, W, and the total velocity, V, gives a drag coefficient

as high as 1.65. This value is computed from equation (29). If, however,

the true descent velocity (i.e., Vd = V cos a) normal to the chute area

were put in equation (29), the drag coefficient would be as high as 3.3

for streaming angles of 450.

When one examines the literature for reported values of drag coeffi-

cients of flat plates and other similar shapes, it is difficult to find

a shape with a value as high as that for the window-shade drogue. It is

reported in Hoerner (p. 3-17, Figures 32 and 33) that three-dimensional flat

disc has a CD of 1.17. For a two-dimensional flow, in which the shape is

held between flat walls parallel to the flow, the reported drag coefficients

V,:

.VS

Figure 12. Forces on en Unstable or Gliding Parachute

are higher. A flat plate exhibits a CD of 1.98 while flow into the open

portion of a semicircular cylinder exhibits a CD of 2.3. The Reynolds
4 5

numbers for these values is in the range of 10 to 10 . Two other sources

of comparative drag coefficient data are availabl-. Terhune (1968) de-

veloped a window shade drogued buoy for following water masses. He
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employed a drogue drag coefficient of 2 in his velocity correction es-

timates because it is the value given for flat plates. In addition,

Pritchard and Burt (1951) measured the drag coefficient of a "Chesapeake

Bay drogue" as equal to 2.4. This drogue was a bi-planar crossed vane

approximately 2 feet on a side. This value leads one to believe that a

value of (CD ) = 2.6 is realistic for a window shade drogue undergoing

steady relative velocity and so constructed and balanced that it weather-

vanes in a manner perpendicular to the relative velocity. If, however,

the drogue were subject to buoy-induced vertical and horizontal dynamics

or installed in a manner so close to the buoy that it receives dynamic

relative velocity from wave-motion, the drag coefficient may be drastically

altered. It may even be found that near the surface wave zone a window

shade drogue does not reliably weathervane as designed. This aspect should

be investigated more fully by further tests. The variation of drag co-

efficient in thr presence of dynamics is explored more fully in section

5.2.2 in which the ocean slippage test data are discussed.

4.7 Recommended Window-Shade-Drogue Drag Coefficient

It is felt that the true drag coefficient of a window-shade drogue

in the non-dynamic quarry test configuration may be slightly less than 2.6.

This might be true primarily because the "alue of 2.6 that was repeatedly

measured may have been somewhat high due to surface interference effects.

It is further felt, though, that drogue dynamics caused by coupling to

buoy motion would raise the effective drag coefficient. Therefore the

drag coefficient of a full scale window shade drogue will be specified as

follows in all subsequent analyses:

(C) 2.6
D o

This value will be degraded with an increasing tilt angle of the top of the

drogue in accordance with equation (31).
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SECTION 5

DROGUE OCEAN TESTS

During the months of February and March of 1975, a few relatively calm

days were sought during which two types of drogue ocean tests were conducted.

The first test entailed the measurement of the vertical drag coefficients

(parallel to drogue surface) of two different window-shade drogues. The

second test involved the conduct of a drogue slippage test. Both tests

required the proper functioning of the FVR.

5.1 Measurement of Droque Vertical-Drag Coefficient

On February 15, 1975, a series of 14 at-sea tests were conducted on two

different drogues in order to ascertain the value of the vercical-drag cu-

efficient of a window-shade drogue (i.e., parallel to the drogue surface).

The value of this parameter is important in analytically predicting buoy-

drogue dynamics. The values were determiiied by releasing drogues ballasted

with a known amouni of weight, from near the surface; allowing them to drop

free in water and obtain their terminal velocity. The drop tests were con-

ducted on a 7.33 x 32.25-foot (2.23 m x 9.83 m) Nova University-built nylon

canvas (9k oz duck) drogue and an 11-3/4 foot x 25-3/4 foot (3.58 m x 7.85 m).

Herculite (Marine DR grade) Draper Lab-built drogue. Both drogues were in-

strumented with the FVR in order to measure drogue dynamics and the drop rate

(using a pressure transducer).

A 74.5-foot piece of 3/8-inch nylon line was loosely coupled between the

apex of the drogue and a shock cord suspended from the ship's A-frame.

Prior to the drop, the drogue apex was supported by a pelican hook whose

r trip rope was cut in order to begin the test. The drogue was then allowed

to freely descend approximately 74 feet before being restrained by the ny-

loin rope.
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Seven drop tests were conducted on the Nova-built drogue, employing

three different weights to explore the variation of CDA with velocity. Seven

tests were also conducted with the Draper Lab drogv,, employing two different

weights. The results of the drop tests are summarized in Table 9. The

main results are listed in columns 5 and 7 in which the total drag area

for the whole drogue and for the drogue material alone are listed. The

values listed are computed based on the total weight in water of the drogue

material and ballast weight exclusive of the top spreader bar. The FVR is

neutrally buoyant such that only its drag force is a factor in determining

the terminal descent velocity. Rough calculations show that the net weight

of the spreader bar and bridle is offset by the drag of the 16-inch-diameter

FVR sphere as the drogue descends.

The overall or average vertical-drag coefficient measured during each

test, shown in column 5 of Table 7, combines the effects of all elements

in the drogue as shown in the following equation:

(CD// ATOT (36)

Where ATOT is the total frontal area of drogue material and frontal areas of

the spreader bars to vertical flow. The numerator in equatior (36) is made up

basically of three elements; the CDA of each spreader in the presence of verti-

cal flow and the (CD),, A of the drogue material itself. The drogue design,
D&

described in Section 2 of this report, endeavored to minimize the C A of
D

each spreader bar, by using faired nautical spars, and yet maximize the

bending stiffness of the bars to vertical loads. Column 7 of Table 7 is

derived by subtracting the calculated buoyant drag force of the lower

spreader bar from the weight of the drogue material and ballast (column 2).

The drag and weight of the upper spreader have been assumed to cancel dur-

ing the test and are thus neglected in the calculation.
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FI
By a careful inspection of the output of the FVR during the drop

tests it is apparent that to varying degrees the top of the droque curled

over. Such an effect was probably caused by the presence of a negatively

buoyant bridle attached to the top spreader bar. The effect was especially
pronounced at the lower descent velocities where viscous and pressure drag

on the bridle and upper portion of the drogue were inadequate to keep the

drogue planar.

It can be seen in Table 9 that the last column qualitatively alludes

to the "roll-over" problem. The descent velocities encountered in the

CSDL drogue tests were, in general, less than those for the Nova drogue due

mainly to a greatly reduced ballast weight in the lower spreader bar. As

a result the roll-over problem was more pronounced, as borne out by a qual-

itative look at the FVR accelerometer and magnetometer data. This fact

could lead to higher apparent values of (CD)// (column 7).

For the drogues employed in the tests it is safe to assume an overall

vertical-drag coefficient of .03 for analysis purposes. For calculating the

submerging forces on buoys the .03 value may be high because the drogue is

in considerable tension when it imparts submerging forces. In such a situ-

ation it is felt that drogue "flutter" and lateral "roll-over" would be

held to a minimum, leading to a lower overall drogue vertical drag force.

For the case of analyzing the drogue tether line zero tension con-

dition, a value of (CD) = .03 is very realistic at the onset of the

slack line condition. After the line has gone slack the top of the drogue

may roll over, as was observed in the described tests, leading to an ef-

fective increase of (CD ) // The really important point is still, however,

when the slack line condition begins.

For the same reasons as just described, it is recommended that the

value of drag coefficient of the drogue material alone be given as (C
D I

.026. Appendix E employs (CD) in analytical estimates of both the
D I

drogue-induced buoy submerging forces and the tether line zero tension

condition as a function of drogue area, ballast weight, and sea state.

5.2 Drogued Ocean Test

Three different buoys, including a Nova minibuoy, were employed in a

drogued ocean drift test in order to get as much information as possible

for measuring the relative or slip velocity at the drogue. In addition,

the Force Vector Recorder (FVR) was mounted to the top spreader bar of the
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drogue beneath the Nova buoy in order to measure the dynamics and inclination

angle of the drogue. As shown in equation (18), the inclination angle at

the drogue should afford an estimate of the drogue drag force, FD. By a

knowledge of FD, and a value for the drag coefficient, CD, for the drogue,

the slip velocity can be estimated from equation (20) provided the window

shade drogue weathervanes perpendicular to the drogue relative velocity.

The drag coefficient of the full scale drogue will be that inferred from

the quarry towing tests and the scale model towing tests (i.e., (CD )o 2.6).

A direct measuremenit of the drogue slip velocity by employing a current

sensor was not attempted because the state-of-the-art of current sensing

technology did not permit -uch a measurement with a satisfactory degree

of precision. The main problem encountered in making such measurements

is due to wave and buoy-induced dynamic errors as described by

McCullough (1974). For drogued buoys in which the drogue is directly

and strongly coupled to a surface-following buoy, a horizontal current

sensor attempts to measure a relatively small relative velocity in the

presence of oscillatory velocities approximately an order of magnitude

larger. Future measurements such as this may be more feasible due to con-

tinuing improvements on present sensors and the development of new sensors.

The three buoys employed in the drogued ocean test are shown in Figs.

13-15. All of the pertinent dimensions of each buoy are shoui. Table 10

lists the assumed drag areas of each buoy above and below water. It was

assumed that all elements on the Nova minibuoy and cylindrical portions of

the floats exhibited a drag coefficient of 1.0 or 1.1. The drag coefficient of

the buoyancy element of the floats and lights shoioi in Figures 14 and 15

is assumed to be that of a sphere (i.e., CD z .5). The drag coefficient

of the flags is assumed to be 0.1 (Hoerner, 1965, p. 3-25). That portion

of the buoys above water is assumed to be acted on by wind forces only.

The portion below water is assumed to be subject to forces from waves and

surface currents, but modelled as purely a surface current. The drag area

of the tether line, which cannot be neglected, is apportioned equally

between the buoy and the drogue with a drag coefficient of 1.7 assumed.

Figures 16 and 17 are plots of wind and current forces respectively on the

buoys based on the assumed drag areas listed in Table 10.

Figure 38 depicts the area of the ocean drift test and the location

of lighthouses employed for mounting the radar navigation transponders.

The area shown was chosen for a number of reasons. First, the water was

of adequate depth (50-65 meters) to accomodate the buoys and drogues.
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Figure 13. NOVA Minibuoy Outline, Including Major
Dimensions
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Orange Flag

Xenon Flashing Light
Co

2" (5.08 cni) (1/4" = .64 cm wall,
6061-T6 Alum) pole

Orange Inflatable Plastic Float
(110 lbs. buoyancy, .45 m dia.)
(Polyform Model CC3)

co

H

3/8" (.95 cm) nylon rope,15.5M.long
2connected to 28.4M C.S.D.L. drogue.

Figure 14. Drogued float configuration employed during drogued
ocean test.5
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Orange Flag

Incandescent Flashing Light

2' (5.09 cm) dia. (1/4" wall,
6061-T6 Alum) pole

SOrange Inflatable Plastic Float
(110 lbs. buoyancy, .45 m dia.)

1co

Dual Plane Crossed Vane

(Assumed CD = 1.18)

Chain and Bar as Ballast

.46 M.

Figure 15. Surface Drogued Float Employed for Measuring
Surface Currents During Drogued Ocean Test.
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Secondly, the location was ha ly to Boston (approximately 20 nautical miles

northeast) yet was out of the main shipping channels. Lastly, the existing

lighthouses afforded excellent bases Zor installing the Decca Trisponder

navigation transponders employed as the main navigation scheme for track-

ing the buoy trajectories.

A mobile transponder mounted to the research vessel allowed the

vessel position to be monitored to an accuracy of approximately ±3 meters.

Each time a buoy fix was desired the vessel would come alongside the buoy

and a person would visually read the trisponder system output and hand-.

record the data. An omni-directional antenna on the vessel permitted

position readings independent of ship heading. The relative distance and

geographic bearing between the ship and buoy was also logged during a fix

as a means of enhancing the data. The data listed in Appendix A have al-

ready corrected for the relative distance between the ship and buoys during

a position fix.

In addition to radar transponder position data taken during the test,

each time a buoy position was taken on the ship,a LORAN C ship position

was also taken as a backup. The LORAN C data were also of very high

accuracy (better than 200 feet) owing to the phase-tracking system employed.

Both an automatic Epsco and a Simrad/Internav Loran C system were used

with separate antennas for each. The readings agreed when compared. A

detailed list of both the radar and LORAN C (using Simrad output) position

data are presented in Appendix A and buoy trajectories derived from differ-

ential LORAN C described and plotted in Appendix B.

The sizes of the drogues employed during the sea test are summarized

in Table 11. The mean depth of the drogues (i.e., drogue middle) was

approximately 24 meters if no relative velocity at the drogue were present

which would cause it to stream upward in the water. The drogue beneath

the Nova buoy (Buoy (1)) was fabricated by Nova University. It was made of

9 1/4 oz. nylon canvas or nylon "duck" material. The drogue beneath Buoy (2)

(i.e., the float), made at the C. S. Draper Lab, was fabricated of Herculite

Marine DR fabric (i.e., a PVC over nylon mesh) with a weight of approximately

15 oz. per square yard. The total drag area attributed to the drogue includes

the remaining half of the drag area of the tether lines not included with the

buoys in Table 10.
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Drag Area
of ½ of

Buoy Drogue Dimensions Drogue Drag Tether Line, Total Drag
Number & Area (m2 ) Area, (CD ) 0A (M2 ) CDA (m2 ) Area (m2 )

1 2.25 m. (wide) 57.46 .39 57.85S(Nova) x 9.83 m. (long)
= 22.1 m2

2 3.59 m. (wide) 73.32 .26 73.58
(CSDL) x 7.85 mn. (long)

= 28.3 m2

Table 11.

Summary of Drogue Size, Drag Areas, and Total Drag Area
(including 1/2 of Tether Line Drag Assigned to Drogue)

Note: (1) Drogue (CD)0 = 2.6, (when hanging straight)

(2) Assumed Tether Line Drag Coef., C = 1.7
D

5.2.1 Details of Slippage Test

Figure 19 describes some of the velocity parameters which will be

used to describe the slippage test. Buoy (1), the NOVA buoy is shown in

this figure. Two other parameters of interest are the velocities of the

two other buoys. V2 is defined as the measured velocity of the drogued

float while V3 is the measured velocity of the surface drogued float.

The velocity , the deep current and the surface current were

sampled by the deep drogued float (with window shade drogue) and the drogued

surfact float with designations V2 and V3 respectively. It was hoped

that buoy-2 would sample the deep current and buoy-3 would sample the

surface current. Their trajectories will not, however, be true indicators

of the desired velocity because they will in both cases be acted on by

forces due to wind and surface currents. The best way to understand how

the data are used is to write the force balance equations of each buoy-

drogue system in terms of vector relative velocities. The constants Kit

which appear in the following equations are contractions of the parameter

group l/2p(CD )iAi, which is assumed to be a constant.

Deep Drogued Nova Buoy (1)

= K1 (V V )IVw • -vI + K 2 (-v 1 )IV- V c 1 c -1'

64 (37)
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I Figure 1.9. Drogue Slippage Test Velocity Definitions.
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Deep Drogued Float (2)

(w =0)IV -V K(V-V) -v I + (-
Surac Drge V2 w 2 s s 2 6( c 2Ic 21

Surface-Drogued Float (3) (38)

EF 0 K4(Vw -Vf -V + Kv -3) IV- (39)

It should be recognized that equations (37) and (38), pertinent to

buoy-i and buoy-2 respectively, are the same basic equations with different

drag areas on the buoys and drogue. By so doing it is hoped that the

smaller surface drag area of buoy-2 will result in drogue-2 being more

nearly coupled to the deep current, Vc.

The 7 constants in equations (38) to (39) are calculated based on

the drag area values (zC DA) listed in Tables 10and 11, and densities for

air and water of 1.29 Kg/M3 and 1027 Kg/M3 respectively. The resulting

values are derived and employed in subsequent analyses:

Ki = I/ 2 P(CDA)i (generally)

K1 = 0.212 Kg/M

K2 = 463.2 Kg/M

K = 29,677 Kg/M
3

K4 = 0.087 Kg/M

K5 = 135.9 Kg/M

K6 = 37,746 Kg/M

K7 = 446.3 Kg/M

The manner in which the data are used is as follows:

(1) Employ buoy-3 trajectory and a measure of V in
w

equation (39) in order to get an estimate of V •S

(2) Use above estimate of V and measurements of V ands w _

V 2Vin equation (38) in order to get an estimate of Vc

(3) Use above estimate of V and measurements of V and V1s w

in equation (37) in order to get an estimate of the true

current, V' as measured from the NOVA buoy.
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(4) Compare the values of V derived by (2) and (3) above.

(5) Emplcy the above estimate of V (as derived from buoy-2

corrected trajectory) and V along with measure-~s

ments of V and V1 in equation (37) to ascertain an esti-F w

mate of the NOVA buoy drag areas which would make the

corrected trajectory of the Nova buoy agree with that of

the drogued float. This includes changing drag areas

(CDA) both above and below water, K1 and K2 respectively.

A computer program was written for this purpose.

(6) A separate estimate of K and K pertinent to the NOVA
3.2

hull based purely on hydrodynamic drag information can

then be compared with (5) above as a crude indication of

the augmented hull drag forces caused possibly by wave

forces and non-linear rectifying effects caused by buoy

motion.

In addition, based on the previous measurementsit is possible to

predict the drag force acting on the Nova buoy drogue. This force is the

sum of the first two terms in equation (37). Calculation checks may then

be done with this force data in order to see if the value agrees with

that estimated by the Force Vector Recorder on buoy-l through a measure of

drogue tilt and the use of equation (18).

In the future it is hoped that additional at-sea slippage tests can

be conducted with independent moored current sensors. These tests should

be conducted under varying sea conditions in order to arrive at a model

which allows one to correct for drogue slippage as a function of winds,

waves, currents, and swells. The data to be described herein presents a

scheme for estimating slippage under one given set of conditions in which

the effects of waves, currents, and swells on the buoys are lumped to-

gether as if they were a current only. Such a simplifying assumption is

expeditious for this empirical study but neglects the details of such

effects as a water mass transport current arising from a wind-drive wave

field (i.e., Stokes drift), unique non-linear wave-buoy interaction forces

which can be highly empirical, and any progressive buoy motion resulting

from a rectification of the orbital motion of the surface gravity wave
field. Such effects are not necessarily scalable from tests under other

conditions. In order to properly model their effects, many at-sea tests
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should be conducted under varying conditions and the results correlated

with dynamic math models of buoy and drogue performance.

Additional assumptions are also required in order tu estimate the

drag forces due to wind and currents acting on buoy-2. The drag coefficients

employed are the best estimates based on previously reported data. These

data were, however, primarily derived from non-dynamic tests. Therefore,

their validity is also questionable when the dynamic effects of waves, non-

linearities of orbital motion, and strumming are taken into account.

5.2.2 Analysis of Slippage Data

Tables 12 and 13 are lists of the important velocity vectors measured

during the sea test, illustrating magnitude and direction (in Cartesian

coordinates) as well as x and y components. They are broken down into one-

hour averages except for the hours 16:00 to 24:00 on 6 March 1975. During

this period the ship was disabled because its rudder came loose. The ship

was towed to port, the rudder fixed, and the test continued at 24:00 hours.

The one-hour vector averages of all velocities and forces (in later figures)

are shown occurring at 30 minutes past the hour. For example, the vector

average velocity between 1000 and 1100 is shown as the average velocity

at 1030 hours.

During the period that the rudder was inoperable, Lhe 3 buoys drifted

freely. After the repairs, the ship returned to the test site and ulti-

mately reacquired the positions of all buoys. The position reacquisition,

occurring at night, was very difficult on buoy-3 because its flashing

light was not working. It was later determined that its ON/OFF switch

had been bumped (off) during one of the many deployment/retrieval oper-

ations during the first day.

The weather during the test is best shown by that recorded by the

Coast Guard during the test. Table 14 is the weather recorded approxi-

mately 6.5 nautical miles north of the test area at Eastern Point Light-

house, a manned station. This is the same light that supported one of the

radar transponders. Table 15 lists the weather recorded at the Boston

Liteship approximately 10 nautical miles south of the test area and in

open water. It can be seen that the records do not differ substantially.

The wind information in Table 15 is the direction from which the wind is

blowing in geographic coordinates (i.e., 00 = true north). The wind in-

formation recorded on the research ship also agrees well with Tables 14

and 15.
6-8
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The tracks of the three test buoys are shown in Figures 20 and 21.

It should be observed in Figure 20 that buoys 1 and 2 began to diverge

only after 16:00 hours on 6 March, during which time the ship was in

port. Figure 2). shows the paths of the surface drogue along with appro-

priate times.

The implementation of a solution to equations (37) to (39) is carried

out in the subsequent tables. Each table portrays vectors in both magnitude-

direction as well as component forms.

Table 16 is a computation of the wind forces on the test buoys. It

portrays a value for the first term in equations (37) to (39). Table 17

employs the wind force on buoy 3 to solvi for the slip velocity of buoy 3 2
with respect to the wind and also the true surface current, Vs, by the ap-

plication of equation (39). A plot of the estimated "true" surface current

trajectory is shown, in Figure 22 along with the uncorrected estimated trajec-

tory of the drogued float (buoy-3) if it were allowed to drift freely and not

periodically retrieved and brought alongside the Nova buoy.

Table 18 lists the vector slip velocities of the surface buoys with

respect to the true surface current while Table 19 lists the associated

forces from the surface current. These forces are the second terms in

equations (37) anC (38). Table 20 tabulates the sum of the wind and sur-

face current forces on buoys 1 and 2. That is the sum of the first two

terms in equations (37) and •3P) that give rise to a drogue slip velocity.

Table 21 lists the drogue slip velocity vectors arising from the forces

listed in Table 20.

It can be seen that the maximum slip velocity for each drogue is

.028 m/s and .016 m/s for buoys 1 and 2 respectively. This maximum,occur-

ring during the hour 1500 to 1600 on March 6, 1975, was due primarily to

wind forces as shown by a comparison of Tables 16 (wind forces) and 20 (sur-

face current forces).
Table 22 takes the slip velocities of buoys 1 and 2, shown in Table 21

and adds to them the measured buoy velocities from Table 12 in order to

arrive at an estimate of the true current at the drogue depth. Figure 23 is

a plot of the measured ,'rogued drifting buoy trajectories (buoys 1 and 2)

and the estimated trajectories if corrections are made for error influences

of wind and surface current. The corrections shown in this plot are derived

in a manner based wholly on drag data appearing in Tables io and 11. The
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[ corrected trajectories are derived by making a progressive vector diagram of

the hourly estimates of the true current at the depth of the drogue. These

values are given in Table 22. The mathematical corrections that are employed

in order to arrive at these estimates assume that a negligible amount of

horizontal variability in winds and currents existed between where the buoys

actually were and where they would be after the correction is taken into

account. Figure 23, which is much like a progressive vector plot for a moored

current meter, cannot be really made accurately because of these variations

over the test area. As pointed out by Kirwan and McNally (1975) and others,

the error-inducing effects of wind and surface currents can push a drogued

drifter into an area of the ocean in which the currents, and even the wind

field, may bear no relation to the parcel of water originally tagged. In

reality, corrected hourly velocity vectors at the buoy location would be a

more appropriate manner in which to.display such drifter data. One would

then obtain a series of 1-hour streamlines in the direction of thc estimated

true current, displaced from each other by the wind and surface cuL-Pnt-

inducing errors arising during that hour.

Figure 23 is very useful for illustration purposes. It is very easy to

see the amount of velocity correction required in order to bring the correct-

ed trajectory of each drogued buoy into closer agreement with each other. A

computerized solutio.,n to equations (37) to (39) will be shown which will allow

one to place the cc:tputerized estimate of each byoy at the same virtual loca-

tion at the end of the test by varying the C A of the Nova buoy :,oth above or

below water (lumped with 1/2 of tether li. ,. It is, however, interesting to

note that by employing "standard" drag coefficient shown in Tables 10 and 11

the corrected virtual destination of the Nova buoy differs from the virtual

destination of the drogued float (assumed to be the true destination) by only

25% of the total correccion for the Nova buoy.

Figure 23 also shows that the deep current (at 24 meters) was closely
following the surface current for approximately the first 6 hours of the test.

During this period the wind was blowing strongly in the same general southerly

direction as the deep current. Then the wind dropped abruptly and came from

the northwest. During this period the surface and deep currents stopped
tracking each other. The value of the surface current dropped sharply
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4.7

Legend

- -- oy-2 Measured Trajectory

- Buoy-2 Corrected Trajectory

S- Buoy-i 'Measured Trajectory

+-- Buoy-i Trajectory after standard correction

for wind and surface current forces
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Figure 23. Corrected and uncorrected (measured) trajectories

of drogued buoys showing estimated slippage for

each drogued buoy.
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(see Table 17) and went into a small clockwise circular motion. The corrected

surface current trajectory shown in Figure 22 shows a strong correlation with

the high and low tides in nearby Boston (see also bottom of Table 22). The

deep current, on the other hand, maintained most of its velocity and began

turning to the west (i.e., left) and never went into a circular motion. The

reason for this apparent shear between the surface and 24 meters is not under-

stood nor is there an explanation for the fact that current at 24 meters is

larger than that at the surface.

In order to explore the information contained in Tables 16 through

21 more fully, time series plots of much of the data are shown. Figure 24

is a plot of the North-South (N-S) and East-West (E-W) components of wind

force on buoy-2 as well as the sum of the wind and surface current forces as

given in Tables 16 and 20 respectively. It can be seen that fo. the first

6 hours the error-inducing forces were building up leading to the greatest

slip velocity occuring just prior to the loss of the ship's rudder at hour 6.

Secondly it can be seen that the predominant error force is from the wind.

Figure 25 contains plots of the simultaneous components of the buoy-2 slip

velocity during the test taken from Table 21. It can again be seen that the

peak estimated slippage value is about 1.6 cm/sec just prior to Ithe 6th hour

as expected from the force history.

Figures 26 through 29 are plots of the time history of estimates of

error-inducing forces and drogue slippage at the Nova buoy. Figures 26 and

27 are values which are calculated, based on the standard drag coefficients

given in Tables 10 and 11 and listed in Tables 16, 20, and 21. Figul:e 26

contains calculated histories of the N-S and E-W components of both the

estimated wind and the sum of wind and surface current forces on buoy-l.

Figure 27 is the time history of the N-S and E-W components of estimated slip

velocity. By comparing Figures 26 and 27 it can be seen that the general
shape of the components of slippage in Figure 27 is the same as that for the

same component of wind only in Figure 26. Small differences arise due to the

role of surface current-induced forces.

Figures 28 and 29 are revised versions of Figures 26 and 27, respec-

tively, based on a computerized iterative solution which mathematically

allowed a variation in the drag area of the Nova buoy (buoy-l) both above and

below water in order to cause the terminal point of its trajectory to closely

coincide with that of buoy-2 (see Figure 23). The solutions were carried out
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Legend
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Figure 25. Estimated components )f buoy-2 drogue slip velocity.
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Figure 26. Estimated history of error-inducing forces on buoy-i
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Legend
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Figure 2 'Estimated components of buoy-l (Nova Buoy) drogue slip
velocity before iterating on buoy-l drag coefficients in
order to make estimated current trajectory agree with that
of buoy-2.
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Legend_2
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afte__r iterating on drag coefficients in order to make
estimated current trajectory agree with that of buoy-2.
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to explore the amount by which "standard" estimates of wind and surface

current effects might have to be altered in order to account for such addi-

4• tional influences as wave excitation and buoy force rectification. The

term "standard" refers to the fact that drag coefficients measured under

steady flow conditions are employed. During the iterative scheme, the

following assumptions were made in order to simplify the analysis.

Analytical Assumptions

(1) During any given iteration the &rogue drag coefficient was assumed

to be constant. The nominal drag coefficient for both drogues

was assumed to be 2.6. It was, however, varied to either side of the

nominal in different runs in order to explore the sensitivity of the

solution to (CD) d As will be shown later, measurements of the

true drogue angle by the attached Force Vector Recorder indicate that

the drogue may not have been weathervaning perpendicular to the net

relative velocity vector all of the time. In such a situation the

assumption of a constant (CD) droguenear or at the nominal value tends

to overly minimize the slippage correction.

(2) The corrected or "true" trajectory of the drogued float (buoy-2)

Swas assumei as the correct path which the Nova buoy should be seeking

for its _rrected path. This assumption is tantamount to assuming

that the float drag areas above and below water are more precisely

known and therefore the corrected buoy trajectory is precise. This

assumption, again, may be in error due to wave-induced effects, as

will be discussed later, but it presents one point of departure for

estimating our ability to properly account for the wind, wave and

surface current influences. By reference to Table 10, it can be seen

that the diag areas of the drogued float are initially estimated to

be of the order of one-third of those for the Nova buoy. Therefore

it is felt that any unquantifiable influence inhibiting the ability

to properly correct for drogue errors (e.g., wave effects) is less by

a similar factor on the drogued float. In addition, Table 11 indicates

that the drogued float contains a larger drogue than that suspended

beneath the Nova buoy. It is felt that the drogue beneath the float,
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if properly weathervaning, will exhibit a drag coefficient in the

presence of wave dynamics, that is different (and possibly higher)

than that beneath the Nova buoy. In any event, it is felt that the

coefficient will be closer to the value that was measured in the

steady flow quarry tests and employed in slippage corrections. This

feeling prevails because the drogued float is not a surface-following

buoy as in the case of the Nova buoy. It will submerge with the pass-

ing of waves and should therefore not propagate a high level of verti-

cal dynamics down to the drogue which may alter the flow pattern around

the drogue or cause it to skip along with each rise and fall of the

buoy. Therefore, for estiiaation purposes the drogued float corrected

trajectory is assumed to be the "ground truth" estimate.

By comparing Figures 27 and 29 it can be seen that the peeh drogue slip-

page has increased from approximately 2.8 cm/s to 3.6 cm/s during the most

energetic time. During all other times too the slippage has been raised due

to a requirement for increased windage and wetted drag area in order to make

the trajectory of the Nova buoy match that of the drogued float. The amount

by which the drag areas of each buoy had to be raised is shown in Table 23.

Here the data for three different buoy trajectory correction analysies are

shown for drogue drag coefficients of 2.3, 2.6, and 2.9 . The nominal case

of (C ) = 2.6 will be used for discussion purposes. It can be seen in
D drogue

Table 23 (2nd row, last 2 columns) that the values of the Nova buoy drag con-

stants which appear in equation (37), K (windage constant) and K (surface
1 2

current constant), must be raised by 54 and 140 percent respectively in order

to get the terminal points of the trajectories to coincide within 9.8 meters.

Table 23 also summarizes the total displacement of the buoys from their ini-

tial launch point, as shown in Figure 24, as well as the initial displacement

error before iterations (but after "standard" slippage corrections),and the

final displacement error after iterations.

A few points can be inferred from the analysis described. First,

because the windage coefficient, Ki, requires on a 54% increase (i.e. for the

nominal case of (CD ) drogue= 2.6) in order to correct for drift errors in its

direction, it is felt that in general the wind dtag forces can be better modelled

analytically than the surface current forces although the magnitude of wind-

induced error is greater in this test. Secondiy, because the wind forces are

the predominant slippage error sources in this test, as shown by comparing

Tables 16 and 19, it seems that a first order slippage error correction based
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only on wind effects would not be too far wrong. It is additionally possible

to assume only a knowledge of the wind and estimate that the surface current

is colinear with and wholly induced by the wind at a speed equal to 3.5 percent

of the wind velocity. If such an assumption is made, which has historical

precedence (See Wu, 1975), the associated surface current velocities will be in

excess of those values estimated in Table 17 by factors of between 1.5 and 6 and

non-aligned with the estimates in Table 17. This calculation was not done, but

it is felt it would not significantly enhance a slippage correction based wholly

on wind forces and it may reduce the accuracy. In additicn, if the drogue drag

coefficient is reduced, the rationale for which seems reasonable and will be

explained later, the augmentation to the required windage and surface current

coefficients is less. This effect is shown by comparing rows 1 and 2 in

Table 23.

An examination of Tables 16-22 can be made simpler and more concise if

a tabulation is given of the more important parameters averaged over the ex-

periment. In addition, it is illustrative to list the hourly averages of

these same parameters during the most energetic time, 1500 to 1600 hours on

March 6, when the wind was blowing the strongest. Table 24 lists the magni-

tude 23-hour average vector velocity (by component averaging), ot the wind

inferred surface current (using equation (39) and a measure of V ), the
w

measured velocities of the three buoys, as well as the estimated "true"

current and slip current after trajectory iterations. 2able 25 lists the

ratios of the average values of slip velocity to wind, surface current, and

"true" deep current as measured by each drogued buoy. The ratio of the

average value of surface to deep current is also shown.

It is somewhat misleading to look only at the velocity ratios shown

in Table 25 in gaining an appreciation of the net effect that took place

during the experiment. For example, if the surface current, V , and tlhe

deep current, Vc, were cyclic in nature, as might be f,,und for tidally-

dominated flow, it might be realistic to expect that a body of water would

return to the same point approximately every iV-1/2 hours. Average currents

over integral multiples of the tidal period would be essentially zero. In

such cases, the ratio of the drogue slip velocity to a tidally-dominated
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Average Values Over 23 Hours Values a. 1530 Hours

w 4.53 m/s @ 590  10.3 m/s @1120 (max.)

IVJ = 0.039 m/s @ 300 0.145 m/s @ 530

S

IVl = 0.048 m/s @ 1110 0.079 n/s @ 1190 (m.)

I 2 12  = 0.049 n,/s @ 1210 .059 n/s @ 1220 (max.)

V1 3 1 = 0.102•m/s @•50' .247 m/s @ 820 (max.)

Iv I = IV 1 = .047 n/s @ 1300 0.058 m/s @ 1230 (max.)
1 c2

Estimated Slip Velocities

Average Maximum

I1 - c = 0.0086 r/s @ 21.40 0.028 m/s @ 910

v V = 0.0076 m/s 42 0 0.016 m/s @ 970

Table 24. List of measured and inferred average and maximum velocities.

t Velocity Ratios

Buoy-i Buoy-2

1 -1 1 = -p 0.22 0.19

II
_ 1 Ic. I

= 0.18 0.16

IVJI

V =1 c Slip- 0.0019 .0017

w w

- 0.83 = 116

IV i IVI12

Table 25. List of inferred velocity ratios from measurements made
during drogued ocean test (23-hour averages).
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surface or deep current velocity would be infinite when averaged over an

integer multiple of the semi-diurnal period. In order to appreciate the

data more fully it is therefore necessary to ratio the total slip velocity

error to the total average velocity of the surrace and deep currents by

averaging velocities over the total distance travelled by the buoys. This

manner of looking at the data is analogous to the way in which the data

would be examined in an open ocean test, wherein the surface and deep

currents would be expec'sd to go in much straighter paths. Therefore, it

is necessary to integrate, over the time of the experiment, the hourly

averages of the magnitude of the surface and deep currents as well as the

estimates of the slip velocity and divide by the total time of the experim.ent

I (i.e., ttot = 23 hours) in order to get average total velocities. These
values are listed in Table 26 for each buoy and are also given in the bottom

row of T'bles 17, 21 and 22.

Average Velocity

Buoy Parameter Knots m/s

_ SIVsI dt
3 V T 0.17 .086

s ttot

-JIVcI dt (for standard

1 (V =- correction) 0.142 .073

Sc 1 t~o

S- c IV dt
2 (Vc) 2  ttot 0.14 .072

(V = VI - V2 1 dt

1 (Vslip 1o 0.039 .02St~tot•

2 (V )= 0.021 .011slip 2 t tot

Wind = W 13.84 7.1
w w ttot

Table 26. Summary of surface and deep current as well as slip velocity derived
by hourly averages over buoy trajectories'during 23-hour ocean test.
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Table 27 a!so lists the ratios of these values for buoys 1 and 2.

It can be seen that the picture changes somewhat. First, the drogue slip

velocity is now 23% and 13% of the estimated surface current for buoys 1 and

2 respectively where formerly it was 22% and 19% respectively (see Table 25).

Secondly, the drogue slippage for the Nova buoy is increased from 18% to 27%

of the total estimated deep current motion while for buoy 2 the ratio holds

about constant at 15%. It is felt that the slin would be a considerably

smaller percentage if the average buoy velocities integrated over the tra-

jectory between 1600 and 2400 hours were known. This would seem to be true

because during this period a straight line assumption has been made for the

buoy trajectory while all the while additive slippage errors are arising in

the direction of the net force on the buoy.

It should be noted that cruder but simpler means are available to arrive

at very similar numbers. Given a measurement of the trajectory of a buoy

leading to a value for JV11, an estimate of the drag constants K. given in
1

section 5.2.1, and only a history of wind forces on the buoy, it is possible

to nearly reproduce these ratios by neglecting surface current forces. As an

example, the ratio of slip velocity to deep current velocity for the Nova buoy

can be estimated from equation (37) by also neglecting the buoy velocity with

respect to the wind velocity as follows:

1 W + K3 - ) 1 1 o

or IV - V 47 IVwl (magnitudes only)

Plugging in the "standard" values of K and K along with the scalar average
1 3

wind velocity during the experiment gives:

Vc - V (7.1) = .019 m/s = ave. slip velocity.

It is further possible to substitute the scalar average value for V1 from the

bottom of Table 12 (i.e., .069 m/s) in order to arrive at a simplified estimate
of the average deep current velocity:

V (.019 + .069) = .087 m/s
Sc
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Both the value of slip and deep current velocity magnitudes are low but

their ratio, (Vs )i/ (V) , .22, is nearly the same as that given
slip 1  c

in Table 27 (i.e., .27) but requiring less work.

Table 27 also lists the ratio of surface current to deep current which

is so near unity that one is lead to believe that the flow is uniform with

little shear between the surface and a 24-meter depth. This, of course, is

not the case as seen by comparing Figures 22 and 23. It can be seen that

the average vector surface current is rotated approximately 950 clockwise

fromthe current at 24 meters. A clear illustration of this fact is seen by

a comparison of the buoy trajectories between 1600 and 2400 hours on March 6,

as shown in Figures 20 and 21. It is also interesting to compare the esti-

mated values for V and V during this same period in Tables 17 (for V ) and
s c s

22 (for V ). It can be seen that they are travelling in nearly opposite di-c

rections with the current at 24 meters almost twice as large as the surface

current. The best explanation for this effect can be seen by studying the

tidal information at the bottom of Table 22 in relation to the wind informa-

tion in Tables 14 and 15. It appears that the buoys drogued at 24 meters are

generally responding to the tidal influx of water to Boston to the west of the

test area while at the same time the surface drogue is following the wind and

surface current which is going to the northeast and then east.
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6.0 Force Vector Recorder (FVR) Results During Ocean Slippage Test

Appendix C describes the various calibration values (biases and scale

factors) that pertained to the FVR sensors during both the quarry towing

tests and the ocean tests. Appendix D describes the manner in which the

combination of the x and y-axis accelerometers and magnetometers permit an

evaluation of the average Euler rotation angles 8, ý, and P over a 100-second

period of data. Both the particular set of Euler angles chosen and their

derivation are also given in Appendix D. The results of the quarry test and

the ocean test, wherein the drogue vertical drag coefficient was measured,

were both summarized in previous sections. This section will discuss the

FVR results recorded during the ocean slippage test.

Figure 30 describes the manner in which the FVR is attached to the

tether line and drogue top spreader bar. It should be noted that the FVR is

free to pivot about an axis parallel to that of the top spreader bar while it
is constrained to move in a plane dictated by the bridle and top spreader bar.

6.1 Measured Orientation of Window Shade Drogue

Table 28 lists a series of 100-second average values for the six FVR

seisor outputs (in engineering units where possible) during the first 2 hours

of the ocean test. After this time the data became noisy indicating that the

.VR was becoming loose in its mount. The wire descending from the apex of

the bridle eventually came loose and the FVR pivoted downward - supported

only by the top spreader bar.

The data from Table 28 are combined as shown in Appendix D in order to

arrive at estimates of the three Euler angles shown in Table 29. The simplest

possible assumption of zero dynamic acceleration (i.e., Ax = Ay = Az 0) was

made in order to get the Euler anc les 4 and e. This assumption was found to

be a good simplifying approximation based on a simple mathematical dynamic

model of a drogued buoy with an FVR attached. The values of 4 and e were then

computed. In all cases shown the data are 100-second average values for each

sensor output.

The true average azimuth angle of the x-axis of the FVR and window shade

I drogue is computed by resolving the Euler angles onto a horizontal plane

according the relation:
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SI I I I

Tether Line to Buoy

Wire Rope Bridle
Connected to Top
Spreader Bar

Foam Flotation

X-axis into page

A__

Pressure
Sensor

Signal Feed-Thrus
Drogue Top Spreader - -- (Unused at Present)

Bar

EE~i.

Drogue Material

Figure 30. Force vector recorder attachment to drogue top spreader bar,
illustrating co-ordinate system employed.
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Az = i + • cos e (40)

This relation can be seen by reference to the Laler angle definitions

in Figure D-2 (Appendix D). Furthermore, because the azimuth is measured

with respect to the magnetic north direction (1l50 west of North in Massa-

chusetts Bay), the measured azimuth angle must be related to the previously-

calculated Cartesian value by adding 1050, These values are also listed in

Table 29 along with an estim&te of the azimuth angle of the normal to the

drogue based on the net external force arising from wind and surface current

influences given in Table 20 or the direction of the slip velocity vector

given in Table 21.

It can be seen in the last row of Table 29 that the measured azimuth of

the drogue does not closely coincide with the estimated value during the 5

sections of data analyzed. In addition, the measured azimuth of the drogue

normal differs even more from the trajectory of the drogue itself as seen in

Figure 23. These measurements indicate that tne drogue is either side-slipping

or not weathervaning as expect-i. If such were true, the effective drag co-

efficient of the drogue would be greatly reduced. This result gains addi-

tional support from the computer iterative study in section 5 which summarily

shows in Table 23 that if the droque drag coefficient is reduced, the amount

of wind correction required for coincident trajectories of 2 different buoys

is less.

One might look at rihe problem from the point of view that the drogue in

fact weathervanes normal to the net relative velocity, and that the azimuth

orientation measured by the FVR is correct. Based on these assumptions, one

could ask how the wind End surface current forces might be altered in order to

bring the resultant error force iii line with the measured drogue azimuth.

Figure 31 illustrates the velocities as well as the wind and surface current

forces acting on the Nova buoy and the measured drogue azimuth during the

first FVR burst. The data are derived from Tables 16 and 19. It can be seen

that because the measured azimuth of the drogue (or 180°0 from that value) does

not lie within the included angle of the wiid and surface current forces, no

alteration of buoy forces can restilt in the direction of the net error force

coinciding with the measured drogue normal. This fact again points to poor

drogue directional perforr°,nce.
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It should be emphasized that for approximately the first 6 hours of the

test the drogued buoys stayed remarkably close to each other in the presence

of this postulated directional error. For such good trajectory agreement,

the drogues must have been experiencing similar errors or possibly the azi-

muth of the drogue is not as important to its performance as surmised.

These questions can only be answered by further instrumented tests.

6.2 Drogue Dynamics

The high frequency dynamics of the top spreader bar of the window shade

drogue have been computed for a 100-second block of data during the second

burst. The data are plotted in Figures 32 through 36. Figure 32 is a plot

of the pressure sensor output indicating that the drogue vertical excursions

are approximately ±1 foot (±.3m). At approximately 40 seconds into the record

the drogue is suddenly pulled upward by approximately 7 feet (2m). It does

return to its equilibrium depth but only'slowly and after about 20 seconds.

The dynamic loads incurred on the first major excursion may have been very

large but were not measured because a load cell was not present.

The next three plots of drogue Euler angles, Figures 33, 34, and 35;

show the effects of the sudden upward motion. It is felt that some of the

Euler angle response is due to the fact that dynamic acceleration perpendicu-

lar to the tether line is neglected. These plots are still of great value

because separate computer simulations of FVR errors in such a drogue configu-

ration indicate the errors are small for benign sea states. This error, which

might be greater in heavy seas, could be greatly alleviated if a math model of

the drogue were developed and the FVR simulated in the model. The output of

the real FVR could then be compared with that of the simulation and a verified

model developed. The model could then be used to look at Euler angles.

The following should be noted in the three Euler angle plots:

(1) The drogue is suddenly changing its tilt angle by up to

80 as the buoy heaves upward (Figure 33).

(2) As the drogue tilts and rises in the water, the top spreader

bar rotates somewhat (Figure 34).

(3) The drogue top spreader bar is changing its • azimuth angle.

suddenly as well (Figure 35).
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In order to get a better idea of the measured azimuth response of the

drogue, the computation of the tru- azimuth angle, given by equation (40),

is given in Figure 36 for the same 100-second data samnple as Figures 32-35.

This value is referenced to magnetic north which is 1050 counterclockwise

from the Cartesian 00 reference along the x-axis. It should be observed that

the true azimuth changes are greatly diminished from those shown in Figure 35

for ' alone. It is felt that the sudden azimuth changes arising between 40

and 60 seconds are somewh4t mathematically induced, owing to the method of

data handling. The degree to which this is not true indicates that the top

of the drogue is rotating as it is pulled upward. Because of its immense

added mass, the whole drogue could not be rotating in azimuth, as indicated

in Figure 36. Therefore, the FVR data shown in Figure 36 indicate that the

top spreader bar of the drogue rotates with respect to the bottom bar during

vertical motion, forming puckers along one or both side hems or a billowing

sail effect in general. Both of thesp surmised Eesponses indicate that in more

severe seas, the drogue could be subject to severe dynamical effects which

could fatigue or overstress elements of the buuy-drogue system. It is felt

that a visualization of the phenomenon and/or a more instrumented test would

be sufficient to describe the phenomenon better.

6.3 Estimated Drogue Horizonte". Drag Force from FVR Tilt Angle

As discussed in Sections 3 and 4 and summarized in equation (18), it is

possible to relate the horizontal component of drp-; force on the drogue to the

tilt angle of the top of the drogue and the total weight of the drogue in

water, W. As discussed in section 4, the quarry towing tests indicated that

if W was equal to the sum of the wetted ballast weight and one-half the weight

of the drogue in water, equation (18) was a fair manner by which to estimate

FD under ideal, non-dynamic conditions (i.e., good to -20%). The results for

the first 4 bursts of the drogued ocean test are given in Table 30 and compared

with the estimated value of drag force, given in Table 19, which is based solely

on calculations of wind and surface current forces. The fourth column of

Table 30 is a tabulation of the estimated forces based on standard drag co-

efficients for the dry and wetted portions of the buoy while the sixth column

are similar estimates after the drag areas are revised based on the trajectory

iteration described in section 5. It can be seen that the standard mathematical
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estimate of the sum of wind and surface current forces does not measure up

to the type of force that the average tilt angle of the FVR would indicate

(i.e., column 3). The fifth column of Table 30 indicates that a nearby con-

stant force ratio of approximately 2.5 exists between the 2 estimated values.

After trajectory iteration, however, the estimate of the total error-inducing

force is considerably larger, but still is not as large as the value estimated

from the measured tilt angle at the top of the drogue. For this case, though,

the FVR tilt angle overestimates the total force by approximately 60%, as

seen by the last column of Table 30. Such a factor might possibly be used in

future tests as a means of obtaining a first order estimate of the total slippage

force in lieu of a better analytical understanding of how this force arises

from wind and water action.

It is felt that the validity of equation (18) in a dynamic environment

is more questionable than the estimates of wind and surface current forces.

Such may be true if the drogue drag coefficient is much less than expected or

if the tilt angle of the top of the drogue is biased upwards by the influence

of buoy dynamics.
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7.0 Conclusions and Recommendations from Ocean Slippage and FVR Tests

The following general statements can be made regarding the data de-

rived from and the overall utility of the comparative drogue slippage test:

(1) Drogues of similar design suspended from buoys of dissimilar

design will diverge in the presence of dynamic exciting

forces. The buoy exhibiting the most drag area to wind and

water forces wihl be found more in the direction of this

net force.

(2) First order mathematical techniques for correcting the

slippage errors of a Nova minibuoy, based on best estimates

drag coefficients derived under steady flow conditions,

will only correct a maximum of 75% of the total slippage

error.

R (3) Wind forces on the Nova minibuoy are estimated to be the

largest slippage error force by a considerable margin for

the seas encountered in the test described. This estimate

may change somewhat when the effects of waves and surface

currents can be better quantified analytically and more

severe seas are encountered.

(4) Considerable testing and analytical modelling work should

be undertaken in order to allow for mathematical slippage

estimation in severe seas. In benign sea states (0-1m),

as encountered during the described tcst, slippage esti-

mation and "correction" based on wind forces alone appears

L to be a good technique to first order.

(5) Compuierized analytical techniques for trajectory correction

provile a simple means for testing the sensitivity of a

trajectory correction to various draq coefficient assumptions.
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(6) The conduct of drogued buoy slippage or monitoring tests

through the use of ship LORAN C for buoy positioning is

a viable test technique (see Appendix B) if 2 properly-

located LORAN C station pairs are available. Higher

frequency trajectory variations may, however, require more

smoothing than the Decca Trisponder data employed in the

described test, but the convenience, cost and simplicity

of LORAN C far outweigh this consideration.

The following general conclusions can be drawn regarding the data and

the use of a Force Vector Recorder for measuring drogue dynamics.

(1) The FVR is an extremely valuable tool for measuring drogue

dynamics (including both accelerations, depth, Euler angles,

and even tension).

(2) The FVR showed that vertical excursions of the drogue, as

measured by the pressure sensor, agreed in general with the

motion that would be predicted by a double integration of

the vertical acceleration sensed by the FVR. This fact

indicated that the time-varying pressure field due to wave

action did not significantly penetrate to the drogue depth.

Secondly, the magnitude of the vertical displacement was

approximately equal to the height of the waves and swells,

indicating that the drogue followed the buoy motion.

(3) The present crude models for relating the average drogue
tilt angle to the net horizontal force acting on the drogue

are inadequate. More sophisticated mathematical models

must be developed and verified.

(4) The FVR appears to be able .o reliably measure average

Euler angles with the simple math outlined in Appendix D.

This claim is reinforced by past instrument simulations and

can also be inferred by comparing the Euler angles and true
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azimuth angles shown in the last 2 columns of Table

the data for which were both measured during Burst 4.

(5) The window shade drogue does not seem to align itself

normal to what one would estimate as the net slip velocity

vector computed by summing wind and surface current forces.

This finding, if generally true, has serious implications

on the future widespread use of a window shade drogue.
As a minimum, it has shown that our mathematical understanding

of drogue behavior is grossly inadequate. It is hoped that
this type of test could be repeated without the FVR coming
loose from its mount or the ship losing its rueder at the

most critically-important time. Furthermore, it is hoped

that future tests will measure the same drogue parameters in

heavier seas (6-10 foot wave height) and look for conditions

of zero tether line tension and shock loading (described in

Appendix E) which can cause failures of the buoy, drogue,

I tether line, or fittings.

The above conclusions illustrate that a measurement technique has been

used which looks promising. It also has highlighted a potentially serious

r problem surrounding the weathervaning of the window shade drogue. It is

recommended that further full scale instrumented drifting buoy tests be con-

ducted with the following goals:

(1) Measure both buoy and drogue dynamics as a source of data

for the creation of representative mathematical models of a

given system. Such measurements would be most useful in

conjunction with a measurement of the sea input and the

value of surface current. If a measure of the current

profile from the surface to below the drogue were available,

it would be of immeasureable value in predicting slippage

performance.

1
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(2) Examine the problem of window shade drogue weathervaning.

It is possible that such a drogue may not be employed in

near-surface applications where wave activity may alter

its performance.

(3) Attempt to measure drogue slippage directly by properly

designing and instrumenting a representative drifting

buoy configuration. Attempt to get closure on the force

balance equations (wind, surface current, drogue force),

after achieving a successful slippage measurement, as a

means of achieving a generally useful scheme for estimating

slippage on the part of oceanographer users.

(4) Consider the use of alternative drogues if the weathervaning

problem persists.

(5) Consider the use of non-surface-following buoys, dis-

tributed buoyancy buoys, or energy absorbers as a means

of minimizing dynamic loads in the system and decoupling

the drogue from surface wave activity.

-ii
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Appendix A

Ocean Test Data Derived During Drogue Slippage Test -

Including Computer-Derived Velocity Vectors

Tables A-1 through A-3 list the times and the buoy position fixes

during the sea test. The buoys' positions were determined by two means,

employing the ship as a positioning vehicle. A Decca trisponder system

giving two radial lines of position was the prime navigation system. This

system, working in the "range-range" mode gives ;, fix accuracy to better

than ±3 meters, according to Decca Survey Systems, Inc. Columns 2 and 3

reflect true estimates of buoy position after position estimates relative

to the ship are taken into account. In general, the ship was within 10-

15 meters of the buoys when the fixes were taken. Thus, the overall accu-

racy of each radial position is assumed to be within ±10-15 meters. The

LORAN C lines of position determined from columns 4 and 5 are those of

the ship only with no correction for the buoy position relative to the ship.

The "range-range" mode of operation for the Trisponder system gave

radii R, and R. as shown in Figure 18. The base-leg for the radar system,

between the two lighthouses, was 8.8 nautical miles long. Eastern Point,

Gloucester lies at a true geographic angle of approximately 60 degrees

from the lighthouse at Marblehead Nebk, the more westerly station. From

these data and that shown in Tables A-1 through A-3 considerable engineer-

ing as well as oceanographic information can potentially be derived.

The "range-range" data from Tables A-1 through A-3 were computerized

in order to derive vector velocities in a cartesian co-ordinate frame.

The program listing is shown in Figure A-1. The program simply employs the

law of cosines to obtuse or scalene triangles composed of three sides of

known length (i.e., base-leq, R1 and R2) -the orientation of one side being

also known relative to true north. The positions so determined are taken

as a function of time in order to derive vector velocities for the three

buoys.

The buoy velocities derived as above were then examined for obviously

"bad" points in-which the value is unrealistic due to poor data logging or

that the buoy was manually towed adjacent to another buoy between fixes.

For uniformity of data portrayal the velocities were then converted to 1-hour

average values. These values are listed in Tables 11 and 12 for the 23-hour

test. 122
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PROGRAM SLDI
C ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM 23-HOUR DROGUE SLIPPAGE TEST
C IN MASS BAY

COMMON RiB(3..36)..R28.,36).-TB(3..36).VB(3..36)..XB(3,36).YB(3..36)..
1ANGVB <3.. 36)., VBX(<3, 36), VBY <3.. 36)
LUIN=5
LP=20
ALPHR=O. S3Z.

WRITE<LP, ±4)
14 FORMAT(/"ENTER DATA"/)

DO 20 I~±..3
READ<LUIN..*) (R1B( I.J)..J=i.. 36) J/

READ(LUIN,.*)<R2B(I, J)..J=1, 36) K
READ(LUIN..*) (TB(I.. J), J=i..36)

20 CONTINLUE
DO 3701=.

WRITE'.LP.. 22: <R2B(I..J).. J=1..36). .
22FORMAT(6(2X, FE:.2))

22 WRITE(LP..24) (R2B(I..J)..J=i.. 36)

24 FORMAT<9(3ýX. 14))
DO 360 J=1.36
CO=( (B**2+RIB( I.. J)**2-R2B( I...j)**2)/(2*B*RIB( I.. J)))

26WRITE(LP..26:' CO
26FORMAT(5X,."COSINE THETA=",.F?'. 3)

WRITE(LP..29) THETA
29 FORMAT(5X.. "ANGLE THETAeRADIANS)="..F8. 4)

SI =SQRT '1 -CO.**:2)
THETA=ATAN2(SI. CO:

50 BETA=ALPHA-THETA
70 YEB(I..J)=R1B(I..J)*SIN(BETF.q'
80 XB(I..J)=R±:( I..J)*C:OS(BETA)

IF(J-1)86.. 82'.. 86
82 WRITE(LP..310)

WRITE<LP..84) I.BIJ.BI.J
84 FOIRMAT(<2X. "BUIOY NO= ", 12.. 3X. "XO POSN". F10. 3.. 3X, "YO FQSN=" FiG.

GO TOI 360

VBY( I,.J)=(YB( I..J)-YB( I..J-1) )?(T:( I.. J)-TB( I..J-1))
C CONVERT FROM METERS.'MIN TO METERS/SEC

VBY( I. J)=VBY( I.. J)/E60

YB(I,.J)=SQRT(VBX,(I..J)**2-iVBY(I.. J)**2)
90' ANG.-VBtI..J)=ATAN2<VBY(I..J).VBX(I..J))

C CONVERT RADIANS TO DEGREES
ANGVB eI, J) =ANGVB <I,. J) *57. 3

310 FORMAT(/"SLIMMARY OF COMPUITED DATA"//)
WR ITE (LP,. 315) TB <I, J).P I,. J

31.5 FORMAT'< " TI ME= ", F9. 2.. 3X,. " BUOY NO=".. 12,. 3X.. "PO INT NO=" 12)
!.JRITE(LP, 326)

320 FORMAT(5X.."X-POSN"..4X,."Y-POSN".. 10>-. "<-VELOC"..6X.. 'Y-VELOC(M/S) II)

328 WR ITE (LP.. 330) XB <IJ), Y8( I, J ), BX <I.. J),VBY ( 1,J)
1.30 FORMATC2(2X. FIG. 3.. 2X.. FIO. 6.. X. FIO. 6)

WRITE(LP..346)
340 FORMAT(5X.. "BLIOY VELOC(M/S)".. 5X.."DIRECTION(DEGREES)")

WRITE(LP,.356) VBc. .. J).. ANGVB( I,.J)
350 FORMAT(WX. F7. 3.. 16X.. F7. 3..?
366 CONTINUE
370 CONTINUE

END FIGURE A-i
Computer Program for Conversion of Decca Trisponder Radar Range

Data to Drifting Buoy Velocities p.130
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Appendix B

Trajectories of Drogued Buoys Employing Differential Ship

LORAN C for Position-Fixing

The LORAN C data, appearing in columns 4 and 5 of Tables A-I

through A-3, reflect the hyperbolic LORAN C lines-of-position of the

ship at the time it was alongside a particular buoy. The data shown

were hand-recorded from.the output of a Simrad/Internav LORAN C navi-

gator. A similar Epsco system was also employed while coupled to a

separate antenna. The Epsco unit gave essentially the same third cycle

crossing information as the Internav unit although the Internav displayed

an additional digit to the right of the decimal point for averaging

purposes.

The Cape Race, Newfoundland and Nantucket, Mass. stations were

employed because at the time of the test there were suspected difficulties

with the Dana, Indiana station. Nantucket was less desirable than Dana

because it placed the test location on a baseline extension region be-

tween Cape Race and the master station at Carolina Beach, North Carolina.

Such a situation leads to undesirable line-of-position crossing angles

much less than 90 degrees which lead to what is commonly called geometric

dilution of position (GDOP) which degrades positional accuracy.

The raw LORAN C position data shown in Tables A-1 through A-3

contains all the errors inherent in a LORAN C measurement. 't is, how-

ever, possible to account for a good deal of the errors arising from

time-varying signal propagation or from sky-wave interference. Most often

these types of errors are greatest at sunrise and sunset when the iono-

sphere or earth moisture content may be changing. By installing a nearby

fixed LORAN C recording station that monitors the same station, some of

the buoy position errors can be corrected by differential techniques.

This technique described by Woodward (1973) was employed during the drogued

ocean test. The fixed station was at the International Navigation Co.

(Internav) in Bedford, Mass., approximately 20 miles from the coast and

40 miles from the test site. Any differences between the two locations
were neglected.

At Internav the time differences from the station pairs were
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averaged and recorded every 100 seconds. It was found that differential

techniques produced a maximum time difference variation as received from

the Cape Race station of +0.17 to -0.12 microseconds (i.e,, +25 to -18

meters position variation) with respect to the value at the start of the

experiment. The Nantucket station produced maximum values of +0.14 and

-0.02 microseconds (i.e., +34 to -5 meters) over the same time frame. These

values agree in general with those reported by Woodward (1973).

Figure B-1 illustrates the paths of Buoys 1 and 2 during the ocean

test derived by both means. All obviously "bad" points due to improper data

logging have been omitted. The legend enables one to compare the trajectories

derived by the primary positioning mode, radar, and by ship LORAN C after

differential corrections have been applied. The LORAN C data without dif-

ferential corrections appear essentially the same. It can be seen that the

buoy positions derived by LORAN C data places the buoys to varying de9rees at

a more easterly and in some cases southeasterly position from those positions

derived by the radar system. It is felt that this disparity can be accounted

for by slight errors in the calibration of the 2 Decca Trisponder radar units.

For example the position error is a maximum of approximately .2 Km at the end

of the drift test at a radius of approximately 8 Km. to the nearest radar

trandponder (Marblehead Neck). The assumed absolute position error in this

case would then be on the order of .2 Km. out of 8 Km. or 2.5% - a large but

not unreasonable error.

Other sources of error could be the proper scaling and placement of

radar range lines on the same grid pattern as the LORAN C lines in Figure

B-1. Only careful rechecks could highlight this source. In addition it is

suspected that the revised 1207 chart, with new LORAN C lines, that was

used in creating Figure B-1 may have also been in slight error.

It should be noted, also, that at various times there appears to be

an unreasonable amount of "bumpiness" to the buoy trajectories. Because

the data employed differential techniques most of the effects of the iono-

spheric variations, which are more pronounced at sunrise and sunset, should

have been eliminated. Only differences between the monitor station and the
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ship would contaminate the data. It is felt that much of the "bumpiness"

results from large distances between the buoy and ship at the time of

data recording. When such phenomena at high frequencies (1-2 cycles/hr)

would be seen on future LORAN C data portraying drifting buoy trajectories,

a least squares curve fit to the data points would in general be calculated.

The main purpose of presenting the LORAN C data and the comparative

trajectories in Figure B-1 is not to illustrate a great absolute position

ecuracy for LORAN C. It is, rather, to show, first, that for all prac-

tical purposes differpntial techniques do not significantly improve the

drift data derived by LORAN C buoy positioning. Secondly, the drogued

buoy trajectories, which are indicative of water mass motion, are well re-

produced over the given time frame by using only ship LORAN C. The possible

errors in the absolute position of the buoys are of very little significance

in evaluating both oceanographic and engineering data from such a drift test.

Should the test be shortened in time to such an extent that LORAN C position

errors would become a large part of the total buoy travel in that tim( _-a.mr

a different and more accurate positioning system should be sought. As F

result of this comparative test, it is felt that in the future similar a.

tests in regions of good LORAN C coverage could be adequately carried out

using a similar LORAN C system. The savings in time and money, by not having

to use a costly radar set (rental fee) would be greatly appreciated. In

addition, it appears ver, ieasible that a drifting buoy could be automatically

positioned by an on-board LORAN C retransmitter relaying time difference

information from a remote ocean station to a laboratory or shore-based re-

cording station. The benefits of such a system are obvious. High frequency

data (a few samples per hour) of good positional accuracy could be automatically

obtained on a multi-buoyed array out to distances of the order of 1000 Km

from east and west coast shores. The main limitation to such a system would

seem to be the power, cost, size, and complexity of the retransmitter section

in order to get adequate signal back on shore.
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APPENDIX C

Force Vector Recorder Timing and Calibration Data

Timing

During the quarry test, the FVR was operating in the continuous re-

cord mode, recording a data frame of 6 channels of information every 2.56

seconds. In this mode the instrument will fill its data tape, of 2.2 x 106

bit capacity, in approximately 15.6 hours. A data frame consists of 100

bits of data.

During the two ocean tests the instrument was wired to record in a

burst mode in which it recorded a 6-channel data frame every .52 seconds

(i.e., 100 bits of data) in the timing sequence shown in Figure C-1. The

first burst length and off-time is different from all of the rest-initiated

with the removal of the ON-OFF magnet.

5.55 5.46 - 5.46min. min. min.

Burst Burst Burst ./' /12</;"//' '>2'/," / 7'/, , '_. -- S
JJ -- :J -

16.38min.-lH 38.23 min.-

S21.93 min. - • -4 43.69 min.

Remove external magnet to turn instri7m2nt on.

Figure C-1. Force Vector Recorder burst mode timing
sequence during ocean tests.
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By using the burst record mode shown, a higher frequency response was achieved

on the recorded data (i.e., Nyquist frequency i 1Hz) and yet the useful life

of the instrument was stretched to approximately 25 hours before the data

tape was filled. The burst mode that was selected fulfilled the needs of

the given ocean test that was planned to last approximately 24 hours. Other

modes of variable burst length and off-time are available but the Nyquist

frequency cannot be increased beyond 1Hz due to speed limitations on the

present tape recorder.

The precise FVR time profile versus frame count for the Massachusetts

Bay test is shown in Figure C-2. After the fourth record burst the data

indicate that the instrument mounting loosened to such an extent that the

data are nearly impossible to interpret. The data recorded during the first

four bursts are, however, among the most energetic due to the existing sea

conditions and therefore felt to be most useful.

Data Frame Total
Time Block Count Framea Comments

10:09 AM 1 1 Start FVR.

10:14:33 5 128 640 End ist burst.

10:30.55 6 1 641 Start 2nd burst.

10:36:22 10 118 1270 End 2nd burst.

11:14:36 10 119 1271 Stazt 3rd burst.

1'20:03 is 109 1900 End 3rd burst.

11:58:17 15 110 1901 Start 4th burst.

12:03:44 20 100 2530 End 4th burst.

Figure C-2. FVR tiiae profile for initial portion of
drogued ocean test in Massachusetts Bay.

Calibration

Calibration,; w-re performed on the Force Vector Recorder (FVR) prior

to the quarry test of 18 and 19 No",ember 1974 and again prior to the ocean
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tests in February and March 1975. The calibratic of the magnetometers

is sensitive to the local dip angle and the magnitude of the local magnetic

vector. These values were derived from tests at the quarry site approxi-

mately 10 miles north of the site of the ocean test. Because the pressure

sensor on the FVR is sensitive to absolute pressure, it is important that

the barometric pressure on the day of the test he compared to the value

measured the day on which the unit was calibrated. This fact is rEflected

in the pressure sensor calibration. The relations to follow describe the

sensor outputs during the two test periods for which the following parameter

designations hold:

Sf f , f = measured accelerations (spec~fic force), [a's!
x y z

Ax, A , A accelerometer outputs [counts]
x y z

Patm = atmospheric pressure, [in. Hg]

p = measured pressure (psig)

P = pressure sensor output [counts]
Smx, my = magnetometer outputs [counts]

x y

B B = magnetometer bias values (counts)
x y

mht m~ h magnetometer outputs when horizontal and pointing
y towards magnetic north (counts)

SGx, G = scale factors of magnetometers (counts/gauss)x Y

0 = instrument tilt angle

instrument azimuth orientation angle counterclockwise from
magnetic north

S= instrument rotation angle about body Z-axis

The equations that describe the manner in which accelerometer data

are used as input data to the magnetometers equations are as follows (see

Appendix D):

f = g sine sin& (C-1)
x

f = g sine cos4 (C-2)

or
sinG = •(f 2 + f2)l (C-3)

g x y
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where 8 is the inclination angle of the mooring line and • is the rotation

of the FVR about the mooring line. The value of 6 derived by equation

(B-3) is then plugged back into equation (C-l) or (C-2) to solve for 4. The

values of 8 and 0 are then plugged into either of the following equations

in order to solve for i, the azimuth angle of the'instrument.

m -B m -B
sin4 - -x - sino- BY cos (C-4)

mxh x myh y

or:
m -B m -B

- coso - -Y B cos _ tana tane (C-5)
mxh B xcos myh B ycos

Ambiguities in 4 can be resolved by the use of both equations (c-4) and (C-5).

The derivation of these equations is given in Appendix D.

The following is a list of FVR sensor output functions (biases and

scale factors) for both the quarry and ocean tests conducted during the past

year:

Quarry Test

Accelerometer outputs:

489 - A
f = xx 510 g

484 - A

fy 710 g s

1015 - A
fz 515 z g's

Pressure sensor output:

P- 20 - (Patm - 30.14)(16.207)Pampsi (P 29.95 in. Hg)

32.63 atm

Magnetometer outputs: (p (units) =psig)

B = 500.83 counts
x

XG = -138.68 ,

mh = 362.15 "
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B, G, m not available
yy yh

= measured dip angle of local earth's magnetic field 750

Ocean Tests

Accelerometer outputs:

488 - A
f x

fx 775 g's

t 
487 - A•-f = - g s

y 510 9s

-1259 + A
f Z
zf 780

Pressure sensor output:

P - 13.5 - (pa - 29.77)(16.207)
p atm psi

32.63
SF where: patm 30.19 in. Hg

Magnetometer outputs:

B = 406.75x

B = 495.5Iy 1h G = -138.68

0 kG = -167.79

mx -- 268.05

m yh = 327.68

S= dip angle =700
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APPENDIX C.

Force Vector Recorder (FVR) Euler Angle Determination

Figure D-1 Describes the axis system to be emplovyd in the deri-

vation of the FVR Euler angles. It is the same but a more complete defi-

nition than shown in Figure 23. It should be observed that the X, Y, Z

co-ordinate system is assumed fixed with respect to inertial space while

the x, y, z system is fixed to and moves with the instrument. Figure D-2

defines the three Euler angles to be employed in defining the FVR attitude.

The following definitions are also employed in deriving the angles:

÷ LT-2
- acceleration of FVR w.r.t. inertial space (acceleration LT

= specific force on FVR (acceleration LT-2)

g = gravitational field of earth (acceleration LT
÷ -I1-I1y = earth's magnetic field (Mag. flux density MT

Yh = YX = horizontal component of the earth's magnetic field

Yv =-YZ = vertical component of the earth's magnetic field

The basic equation relating accelerations is given by:

f + g = a (D-l)

In order to convert any vector •(i.e., = zt + ytI + -eiz

xx yy zz
L.i + z LI + Lt Z ) from inertial to body-fixed axes, it is necessary to

derive a transformation matrix. By reference to Figure D-2, the first

rotation (*), about the Z-axis, is described by the following transform-

ation for which positive rotations are for x rotated towards y.

A X cosý siný 0 X

Y =Y -sini cos4 0 y (D-2)

zj1 0 0 1

-A140
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- i -- #~

INERTIAL FRAME I Z (unit vector)

(fixed origin) Z ( rEarth's Magnetic Field

//$ of strength: - +
y= Yh iX + yv Z

X - dip angle (yv = neg. value)

1 (unit vector)II horizontal towards
Magnetic North

-k (unit vector)
y

-gi ,

iy (unit vector)

ON/OFF
Magnet

yx 3

Pressure

Timing Signal

Feedthrus

Body-Fixed Axis System

(Rotated 900 about z for illustration purposes)

Figure D-1. Force Vector Recorder axis definitions.
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z

-i
SX1 X2

*gnetic North

summary Definition of Rotations

(1) =Rotation about z-axis (aligned with Z-axis).
(pos. for x rotated into y)

(2) 0 = Rotation about displaced x-axis. (positive for y
into z)

(3) 0 = Rotation about tilted z-axis. (positive for x into y)

Figure D-2. FVR Euler Angle Definitions
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or:

-{'I = A {Z0} (D-3)

The second rotation (0) is about the displaced x-axis (i.e., xI axis) and

is described by the following transformation in which positive angles are

for y into z.

Y2 B yi cos sin (D-4)

z2 z- 0 -sin@ coO Z1

or:

f{t2} = B {f} (D-5)

The third and last rotation (f) is about the displaced z-axis (i.e., z 2 )

and given by the following transformation for which x is rotated into y.

1 Y3  = -sin 4 cos 0 Y2 (D-6)

z30 0 z2

or:

{'k =c{,Z} (D-7)
3 2

The complete transformation matrix is given by the relation:

231 = {3J [CBA]Y (D-8)

where:
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coso COS*- I sir. cosý i sino sine
sino sinp cos8 I +cosp sino cose I

[CBA] -cos sin o -sino siný coso sine (D-9)CA-siný coso coseI +cosý cost• cosO

sin* sinO I -cosý sine I cose

A useful property of the transformation matrix (D-9) is that its

-1 T
inverse (CBA) is equal to its transpose(CBA)

For the static case (i.e., a = 0) the values of e and 0 are de-

termined from equation ID-I) at each data point. If the time average

for a is assumed to be zero over many wave periods the same equations

hold Lut the average values of O,4, and , can only bp evaluated at lcwer

frequencies. For both cases the accelerometer outputs are given as

follows (where g = -gk)

fx = -gx = g(sinO~sino) (D-10)

f = -g = g(sinO^cosj) (D-11)
y

The A symbol denotes the average value over a time irterval. The static
assumption appropriate to equations (D-10) and (D-lI) assumes that A =

x
S= 0. This assumption may also be a fair a-pproximation in some buoy
y

dynamic situations. It is further assumed that (sine cos4) and (sine sin4)

are equal to sine coso and sine sins respectively. This is true for the

static case and probably a fair approximation in some buoy dynamic situ-

ations. Therefore, the following equations result (see equations (11)

and (12)):

f = g sinO sino (D-12)
x

f = g sine cosp (D-13)

Equations (D-12) and (D-13) may be solved for sinG, 0, and under the

assumptions that sin6 = sine, siný = sino, and cos = cosý. The

value of 0 is found from the relation:

sine = +1 (f 2 + f2 (D-14)
g X1  Y

This value is plugged back into (D-12) and (D-13) in order to get *. It

is not possible to ascertain the sign of the angle 0 because it is lost

in the squaring process. This is not important in this test because the
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drogue can pivot two ways about the top spreader bar, both values of which

are valuable. This fact leads to 1800 ambiguities in ý and P also. For

simplicity, assume e is always positive and for best accuracy the following

is suggested:

(a) If Isin ýI > Icos fl, find ý from (D-12) and use equation (D-13)

to resolve the ambiguity.

(b) If Isin P1 <. Icos ý1, find ý from (D-13) and use equation (D-12)

to resolve the ambiguity.

In order to employ the magnetometers as a sensor for the remaining

Euler angle, ý, it is necessary to have information on the local magnetic

field and also the bias values for the two magnetometers (x and y-axes).
If the bias values of the magnetometer outputs are given by B and B , and

x y
the output sensitivities are given by G and G the output of the magneto-

meters are given by the relations:

m = B +Gy (counts)

x x Gxx
(D -15)

m = B + Gy y (counts)

Because the magnetometers are used as angle sensors it is desirable to

calibrate the magnetometers without having to know the local magnetic

field strength. In the test procedure it is necessary to know the outputs

of the magnetometers when their input axis are pointed toward magnetic

north (i.e., mxh and m) and vertically down (i.e., mxv and m in the

same field area where the FVR is to be used:

mxh = Bx+ GYh myh By +Gyyh

i (D-16)

m =B -GCy m B - GyY
xv x xv yv y yv

Hence mxh; m yh; mxv and/or myv are measured constants for the local axes.

In order to eliminate the instrument sensitivity, G, from the cali-

bration, equations (D-15) and (D-16) are employed to get:
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-m -7
Yx = m XB

Smxh B x

S= mY BY(D-17)m - B

Y h m yh B y

and:

Yv m xv- B Yv Myv - B(
or - = (D-18)

Yh mxh - B - Yh myh - Bx yh Y

In equations (D-18) yv/Yh = tan a where a is the value of the dip angle

of the local magnetic field.

For the static case the components of the magnetic field sensed by

the FVR are given by the following equations in body co-ordinates:

Yx = Yh(COSý cosi - sinO sini cosO) + (sino sinO) yv

yy = yh(-COSý sino - sinP cos4 cosO) + (cosý sine) yv (D-19)

where cosO = cos6 , etc. Equations (D-19)can be multiplied by sin4 and

cosý respectively and added in order to solve for t in terms of 0, •,

Yx' Yy' Yv' and Yh as follows:

YV Y YYv Yx sin4 _ j cos4 (D-20)sin•P = .2 tanG (D-20)
Yh Y h cose Yh cose

In a similar way equations (D-19) can be multiplied by cost and sin+ re-

spectively and added to give the following:

Y x

cosp = - cos4 - !Z sin(i•Yh Yh (D-21)

The values of v, and a as shown in equations (D-17) and (D-18) are
fe Yh Yh r h o
substituted into equations (D-20) and (D-21) in order to arrive at the

•jfollowing eqain n trsof measurablequnies

(where again y y'h should have a negative sign and equals tan a = tan (dip angle))
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m -B m -B rn-Bsini• = xv x tanO x x si -•yco•(-2

xh h - os m O-B cose (D22

m -B m -B
cos = x xB cos- Y Y sin4 (D-23)m xh-B x myh-By

Other useful relationships could also be derived by which ' can be derived.

The most accurate procedure is to use the most sensitive equation. If,

for example, the x magnetometer input axis were pointing near North, a

small error in m would result in a large error in ' if we were to usex

Equation (D-23) because small errors in cos' result in large errors in

' for values of the argument near zero. Based on this thinking it is re-

commended that the following be applied.

If Isin'P < Icosfl use (D-22) to calculate * and use (D-23) to

resolve ambiguity.

If jsin'I > Icos'P use (D-23) to calculate ' and use (D-22) to

resolve ambiguity.

In summary, with the suggested calibration scheme, the magnetometers

require a knowledge of the local value of the dip angle of the magnetic

field (derived from the charts), the instrument biases (measured in the

lab), plus the values of the horizontal and vertical components of the

local magnetic field in instrument counts (not Webers per square meter'.

These values are combined with the 6 and 4 values derived from the FVR

accelerometers in order to get 0, the azimuth angle of the FVR with

respect to magnetic north. The frequency range over which the values of

Euler angle, derived by the above method, are valid is determined by the

nature of the particular response being measured and also the period over

which the dynamic component of acceleration, a, is assumed to average to

zero. In most cases, the longer this period is assumed to be the more

correct the assumption for moorings whose shape and orientation does not

change greatly during the averaging period.
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APPENDIX E

Estimated Window Shade Drcgue

Dynamic Loads Induced by an Inelastic

Tether Line to a Surface-Following Buoy

It is possible to employ the measured value Qf the vertical drag

coefficient of a window shade drogue (from section 5.1) to derive analy-

tical estimates of the dynamic loads imparted to a tether line connecting

the drogue to a buoy. The fbllowing analysis will be exactly like that

found in Vachon (1973) except that updated (lower) values of (C )D , the

vertical drag coefficient, will be used.

In order to carry out the analysis, the following simplifying

assumptions are necessary:

(1) Perfect surface-following buoy, unaffected by

dynamic loads imparted from the drogue tether line.

(2) Drogue hangs straight beneath the buoy, with no

catenary shape that could attenuate buoy motion

seen by the drogue.

(3) Inelastic tether line.

(4) Seas impart pure sinusoidal motion of varying ampli-

tude, frequency and wave height according to

Pierson-Moskowitz sea spectra for fully developed,

wind-driven seas (Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964).

(5) Added mass of tether line, drogue, and ballast

weight equals inertial mass.

Two cases of dynamic loading on the buoy/drogue combination will

be analyzed:

(1) The maximum downward drag force imparted on a surface-

following buoy by a window shade drogue as the buoy

rises on the leading edge of a wave.

(2) The wave height that can potentially cause shock loads

in a drogue tether line as a function of drogue area

and ballast weight.
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For the first analysis the assumption is made that the vertical

forces on the buoy are primarily composed of three elements as follows:

Tv = P(CD AY + m + m+M + mog (E-1)

where y is assumed positive upwards and

T = Vertical component of tether line tension.
v

(CD = Drag coefficient of drogue parallel to area, A.

y = Vertical position of drogue.

m = Mass of cable, drogue, and ballast weight.o

m = Added mass of cable, drogue, and ballasta

weight for vertical motion.

The dots over the y terms in equation (E-1) signify derivatives with

respect to time; a single dot signifying a single derivative, etc.

The assumed sinusoidal motion permits the substitution of the

following:

y = Ym sin (wt) (E-2)

where Ym is half the peak-to-trough height (i.e., wave amplitude) of the

waves and w is the wave frequency (w = 2nf). The substitution of (E-2)

in (E-l) produces the following:

T A .P(D/ A (ywcosot) IymWcosWtIv =2 p CD //AJymcst YmCSt

-(Mo+ma) YmW 2 sinwt + m0g (E-3)

An independent evaluation of the first two terms in equation (E-3) is

plotted in Figure E-1 assuming that (CD)// = 0.03 (i.e., plastic mater-

ial). The height of the seas listed are assumed to be the peak-to-trough

height or equal to 2ym. The combined mass of the cable, drogue, and

ballast wieght in kilograms-mass is arbitrarily assumed to be equal to

42% of the drogue area in square meters. This ratio is chosen because

it results in a ballast weight which is assumed to be heavy enough for
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minimizing drift errors and shock loading in the majority of sea states

(to be explained later in this Appendix) and yet not submerging most

surface buoys. It is also the approximate characteristics of the two

drogues tested in section 5.1.

Wherever possible the ballast weight should be as large as possible

limited only by two design constraints:

(1) the reserre buoyancy of the buoy and,

(2) the inertia loading on the tether line and buoy.

The second design constraint will only become important when the ballast

weight is much larger compared to the drogue area than the case shown in

Figure E-I.

It can be seen that the friction forces for plastic or canvas

window shade drogues are dominant. The minus sign on the inertia term

in equation (E-3) indicates that the maximum friction force occurs 90

degrees in phase after the maximum inertia force. If the ratio of ballast

weight to drogue area is increased, the curve for inertia loading will

shift vertically upward in direct proportion to the ballast weight. In

order to find the maximum value of the sum of the drag and inertia loading

at a given wave height and frequency a derivative is taken of equation

(E-3) with respect to time and set equal to zero. The value of wt for

maximum total loading is given by the relation:

l m 0+ maWt = sin o a (E-4)P(CD)//A Yml

This value for the argument is then substituted irto equation (E-3) for

which the maximum value of tether line tension is calculated. It should

be remembered, however, that tL. drag l..ading curves are potentially

higher (i.e., morc cunservative) than in '-Pality due to the monner in

which t 1he value of (CD)// was derived. That is, the value of (CD)/ was

derived for a condition of very littie tension in the drogue. It is felt

that such a situation will lead to a measured value of (CD)/ higher than

if the drogue was under tension as in this case.

Because of the relatively high vertical drag coefficient of a
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window shade drogue in the presence of turbulent slip motion, a problem

of shock loading can also arise when a buoy is descending to the trough

of a wave. At this time the slip drag force of the drogue is opposing

the ballast weight according to equation (E-l), where y is positive up-

wards. The inertia term in equation (E-l) can be neglected because it

is generally small compared to other terms. This assumption is good for

drogue areas, in square meters, which is greater than 5% of the combined

weight of the drogue and ballast in Newtons. It can be visualized that if

the vertical velocity is sufficiently large the vertical drag will offset

the weight force (m g) and the tether line will go slack. At this time it
0

can be theorized that the drogue will be descending at its terminal velocity

with zero tension in the tether line. Such a condition may exist until an

upward motion of t1e buoy takes up the slack in the t-ther line. At this

time the tether line should feel a shock load as it rapidly accelerates

the dirogue upward again.

The condition of zero tension in a drogue tether line should be

avoided in order to prolong the life of the whole buoy. A series of

nominal design curves are presented in Figure E-2 in order to adequately

size the ballast weight for a given drogue area and expected sea state.

It can be s en that the larger the drogue area the larger is the ballast

weight which must be employed in order to avoid shock loads in a given

sea condition. TIls analysis points out that an overly large window

shade drogue cannot be freely employed with impunity unless the surface

buoy has sufficient reserve buoyancy to accomodate the required ballast

weight.

Solutions to the dynairic problems outlined here should be explored

if window shade drogues are to be employed for long duration, unattended

ocean deployments. Simple solutions to the problem can be explored through

.-e cr more of the following routes:

(1) Use a non-surface-following buoy (i.e., a spar).

(2) Employ distributed surface buoyancy to attenuate

dynamic wave motion at the buoy.

(3) Install an elastic element in the vertical tether

line.

(4) Make every element as gutty and strong as possible.
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These suggested approaches have their own set of potential problems

in terms of size, cost, line fouling, fishbite, and handling. To really

understand the trade-offs a more comprehensive math model of the drogue-

buoy system should be developed and, if possible, validated by ocean

tests.
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APPENDIX F

Listing of Computer Program Employed to Correct Drogued Buoy

Trajectories Based on W.±nd and Surface Current Forces (Con-

taining Section which Iterates on Nova Buoy Drag Areas in Order

to Produce a Corrected Trajectory Coincident with that ofa

Drogued Float)

c CLCUL4T!')N 0= tM1NTIUOY OqOGU'E SLIPPAGF PASED ON WIND
c "NO) SURFAC!L CUPPENT FOr(CFS ON PUOY~eMINIF.UOY CRAG AREAS
c Rl-HAe3lVr. AND P,-LCW WATVR APt rPPTIMIZ-ýiD IN~ QRDP TO

r PFODUCE TH= SAME VIOTUAL OISPLACaMFNT A4S THF DP'OGUFD

COiM)IN V-iX(3.24) ,VPY(3,23),VWX(23)tVWY(23),VSURX(23).VSUIkY(23).
IVSU'J(23).ANVSU(23).VCIX(23) tVCIY(23).VCI(23).ANVCI(23).
2VC'X(23),VC2Y(23).VC2(23).Ah.VC2(23).tCVCIX(23),DVCIY(23).
3CV:2X((23),DVCY(2) ,D)VS3X(23) ,DVS3VI( 23) VSPT3(?3) ,VS'P3X(23),
4VSP 3Y (23) * A VCI( 23 )

c DUPIN'7 WINtC AND VSUPP CONVcPGENCE CC=-FFICIENTS
cW=1 *09

LU T N=9
LUOU7=6 Ar1
CC! TE= 00 "1t
CCYTS=0.0*
FW2XT=0 .0
F W2YTO *0 :0

FWIXT=0C.0

FWIYTO.0*
Psi XT=0*0
PSI VT=0 .0
=NWPX=0.0
FNWY=O .0f
FNS'X=O.0 0
FNS2Y=0~ J13
FWS2X=0 .0

SVC:2X 3.0
sVCIx=0.0

tSVCIY=0.0 *. j

SVS iX=.0*
SVS:4Y~0 0
TCrlX=0o0
TOT3Y= 0.0
TC T 2X=) .0
rr-,,r2yo,00
TCTIX=3o)
TCT1Y=090

300 FPOr*A'CI CNTceP DATA#/)
RE"kD( LO!N931) C 1.C2.C39CA .C5oC69f:7

.391 FOPMAY(7P1Oo3)
I .WPI!T(LUfIU'r392) ClC2vC39r4
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WPITECLUOUT93g3) C59C6*C7
39a-FORMAT(O.-L(KG/M)=!,9Fg.3,sC2=eF9.3,aX*eC3=.,Fg.3,2X9eC4=@,F9.3)
393 FOPMAT(9 C5*,'9.~3,3X,'C6=*,F'g.3,3X,'C7='.F9.3)

REAO(LUIN*394) (VWX(J).J;'1923)
WRTTE(LUOUT9394)(VWX(J)9J=1923)
REAC(LIJINt39A) (VWY(J)9J1,t23)-I WR!TT(LUOUT*394)(VWY(J)9J=1,23)
DO 400 !1=13
REAO(LUINi,394.) (VBXtI9J)9J=1923)

- -UR!TS(LUOUT,394)(VBX(1.J),J=1.-23)
READ(LUIN9394) (VBY(IJ)9J=1923)
WRIT!ECLUOUT.i394)(VBY(I.J).J=1,231

394 FORMAT(6(FS*4))
400 CCNTINUE

'I C
A C

C CALCULATE CORPECTEC VALUE OF SUPFACE CURRENT
-C

%RITE(LU3JUT ,410)
410 FORMAT(# ESTIMATE SURF CUPRT USING V(WIND) & V(83) DATA*,//)

00 440 J=1,23

C CALCULATE DRAG FORCE ON BUOY 3 DUE TO WIND1~ C I SIGvNIFIES BUOY NUMBER, .J SIG.NIFIES HOUP WHERE J=1=10 AM TO 11 AM
VB3=S0RT(VB)X(I9J)**2 + VOY(IsJ)**2)
AV83R=ATAN2 (VBY( I ,J).VeX (I *J))

- AV83D=57o3*AVB3R
WRITCLUOUT9414) V833,AVe3D

414 FOR91AT(/* BUOY 3 VFL(M/S)=*9F7.4,2XIANGLE(DEG)=SF?.1)
C COMPUTE TOTAL DIST ANCE MOVED BY I3UCY-3 IF UNRETRF~IVED-*1 XV83X= VBX( IgJ)v3600

TOT3X= TOT3X *XV83X
V33Y= VOYC IJI*360C
0OT3Y= TOT3Y + YV83Y

4 WRITE(LUOUT9416) TOT3X.TOT3Y
416 FOMT*TOT X-DIST MOVED HY 9UOY-3(M)=lvFQ.3#2X94 Y DIST=19F993)

VWR3X=VWX( J)-V3X (1 ,J)
VWR3Y=VWY(J)-Vl3Y(IJ4
WRITE(LtJOUT ,422)J*VWR.3X9VWP3Y

422 FORMAT(/$ HOU.*I2.2X*OVX(WIND)-V(83)=,F6.2,2X.'VWY-VB3=*.FA.2)
VWR3=SQPTr(VWP3X**2+VWR.3Y**2)
ANVW3=ATAN2(VWP3YtVWP3X)
ADVW3= 57.3*ANVW3
FW3=C4 *(VWR3**2)
WRITF(LUOUTv429) FW3,ADVW3
FW3X=COS (ANVW3)*FW3
FW3Y=SIf%(ANVW3)*FW3
WPITE(LUOUT.425) FW3X*FW3Y

425 FOPMAT(l WIND X-FORCr-(N)=lsF6oZ#2X,'WINC Y-FOPCE=*9F6*2)

THIS PAGE IS BF3T QUALITY PRAC.TlCAkZ
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C CALCULA'1 m SURFACE CU'qPFNT VFKC'CTTY PUL. TC BUflv-3
VST1( J)=T-ORT(PW3/C7)

WP!TE *(LUCUTio429) VSPT3(J) ,J
Vs'q3X(J)=VSQ~T3(J)*CC'IS(AN4VW3)
VS 3Y CJ) =VSPT3(J ) *5INCAN VW3)
VqUFRX(J)=VPtX(Ij)-Vso3x(j)
VSU~qY(J)=V!9Y(19J).'.VSD3Y(J)

c CrNV=PT FOOM MFTFP!F /SFC TO MFT=PS /HO~UR
OVS3K( J)=VSURX(J)*3AOO

C COMPUT.A T!T7 AL X--DN$TANCE T PAVFLLE!O FY SUPFAC5F CUPtPENT
SVS3X=SVS3X+DVS:3X( J)
t1'VS3V( J)=VSUqY(J)*3eC0

C COMPUT-- Tr'TAL V-'EISTAN4Cc- 'DAVELLED 'RY SURF. CUPqENT
EVS3Y=t'VSVTY + O)VS3Y(J)

42ý- Ff)QMAT( - HCUR=',I 293X* OVSUPX(&'/S)=6 9F'*4*3X* IVStJ~y( M/S)=* F704)
4?'7 P'JMAT(O x-~comVrN nF P73 qLIP=**7*3v2X,'Y-CC'MP=qF7*3)
423 FO-;-,AT(- SLIP V17L OP FU0Y--3=09P7.*32X. FOP HOUP=*912)
42-) -IJ0AT(I WIN) FnPCr ON SUCOV-3(N)=,97.3,2XSANG(DFG)=',F7.2)

VSUP(J)=SODT(VSUPX(J)**?+VSUPV(J)**2)
ANJVSLJ(J)=ATrAN2(VSUFY(J),V'ýUPX(J))

c CCNVLEPT F!4nM PArIANS TO O-EGPF-q7S
ANVlSU( J)=4~NVSU(J)*,F7.3
WIll;(LU0UT,410)JVStJIC(J),ANV5U(J)

&30 FOJPMAT( HiP=91293X9#SU-,F VE:Lfm/S)=,F1.P4.3XANG(E~G)=lF7.1,/f)
WFI7TT(LUCUT*4.34) SVS3X.'SVS3Y

43f- FCPMAT X(- ISPL OF VSUPF=4*F9.2,2X#YCS(~~=,~2//
A40 f'CNTI!NUF

C
C
C CAL(UL AT Cf)pz-rTý-[ TPAJ *CN'pV OF PUOV--2 AND "TqUf"' Cl!-t-P
c CUrR5ENT M=ASURED e2V PUflY-2

442 FOPMAT(//@ REGIN CALCULATTCNS CN BUOY-2#9//)

%rT*7(LUT7ýUT.4'121
r: CALCULATT WINL' =rC;C!qj O'N SU'~y--2

1=2
0O 491, J=1923
XVq2X~=Vfl( I.J )*3-ioc
TOT2X=TOT?X + 'CVR2)X
YVR2V= V8IY( t.J)*:3f00
TCT2V= TCT2Y +4 YVe2Y
%PYl'=(LU0(iT*6440) TflT2X,TCT2y

44p- FOPMAT(@ TnT X-DIST 14OV':C flY PUCY-2(M)=*,F79.3,2X,4Y-0TST=OF'.13)
VWR2K=vw.x(J)-VRX(I*J)

WPIT'(LUJk-',50) JoVw.'2xtV~q2Y
4e50 FnQMAT(I H,ý=-91292X*$V-V(52)=ltF6.lo2X96VWY-~V(92)(M/S)=IOFA,.I)
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VWR2=SQRT (VWR2X**2+VWP2V**2)II ANY.W2=.ATAN2(VWR;2y#VWR2X)
AVW2D='57. 3*ANVW2

C FW2=C4* (V.WR2**2)C COMwPUTE COMPONENTS OF WIND EFFECT ON BUOY-2
FW2X=COS(ANVW2)*FW2
FW2Y=SIN(ANVW2)*FW2

C COMPUTF COMPONENTS OF TOTAL WIt'O "FFFCT ON BUDY-2
FW2XT=FW2XT + FW2X
FW2YT=FWZ T+ FW2Y
WRITE(LU.rj,-r452) FW2,AV%2D

452 FORMAT(f WIND FORCE(N) ON B2=6,F7.3,2XOlANGLE(DEG)=$,F7,1)
WRITE(LUOUT,425) FW2X.FW2Y

C CALCULATE SURFACE CURRENT FOPCES ON BUOY 2
VSR2X=VSURX(J)-VBX(I1 J)
VSq2Y=VSURV(J)-VeY( I J)
WRITT(LUOUT9460)JVSR2X VSr,2Y

450 FORMAT(' HR=,I2,2XteVSX-V(832)X=,F6.3t2x,.VSX-V(Bp_)Y=',=6.3)
C CALCULATE VALUrl OF SURFACE VELOCITY RELATIVE TO BUOY-2

VSR2=SGRT(VSR2X'**2+VS9ZY**2)
ANVS2=ATAN2(VSR2Y*VSP2X)
AVS2D=57. 3*ANVE2

C COMPUTtF SURF CURRENT FORCE ON-BUOY-2
FS2=C5*(VSFZ**2)
FS2 X=C CSCAN VS2) *FS2
Fs2Y~S INC ANVS2 )*FS2
FS2XT= FS2XT + FS2X
FS2YT = FS2YT + FS2Y
%%RITE(LUOUT*464) FS2X9FS2Y

464 WORMAT(' VSURF/52,X-FORCE(N)=$,F6.2,2XOY-FORCE=4,F6.2)
WRITE(LUOUT94651 FS29AVS2D

465 FORM4AT(# VSURF FORCF 0N2(N)=',F6.3.2X,*ANGLE(OEG)=',F7.1)
C SUM COMIPONENTS OF WIND AND SURF CURRENT FOPCES ON BUOY-2

F2X=FW2X+FS2X
F2Y=FW2YFS2Y

C CALCULATE TOTAL VECTOR FORCE ON 8UOY-2 & ANGLE
F2=SQRT(F2X**2+ F2Y*c*2)
AEP2R=ATAN2(F2Y, F2X)

C DIRF:CTICN OF ERROR FO3RCE IN DEGREES
ANER2=57.3*ATAN2(F2Y9F2X)
WRITF(LUOUT9466) F2,ANEr-2

466 FORMAT($ TOT 82 FRROR FORCE(N)=*oF7.2.2XOANGLE(DEG)=',F7.1)
k C CALCULATE SLIP VrLOCITY V(2)-V(C) & ANGLE OF SLIP

V2SL=SQRT(C I&O/C6)*F2)
WRITE-(LUCUT9470) V2SLqANEP2

&~70 FORMAT(f BUOY-2 SLIP ViLL(M/S)=.F6.4.2X,*ANC.LE(DEGI=0.F7.I)
C CALCULATE COMPONENTS OF SLIP RELATIVE VELOCITY

V2SLX= V2SL*COS(AER2P)
V2SLY=V2SL*SIN( AEP2F)
WRlIF.(LUCUT*472) V2SLXV2SLY
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4-: FnqMAT(I -2 X SLIP CoMP(M/S)=*#F7.3v2X**Y CCt4P OF SLIn='sF'.3)

C CALCULATE DiP CUFRFNT,V(C)9MEA5SUPE0 BY BUOY-2
VC2X( J)=VeX( I J)-V2SLX
VC2Y( J)=V83Y( !.J)-V2SLY`

C CCNV(XPT VFL(M/S) TO H'OURLY CISPLACFM=NT OF V(C) IN MFTF'qS

-. OVC?C( J)=VC2X(J)*3600.
CVC2V(J)=VC2Y(J)*3E CO.

C SUM DISPLACSMF-NT OF "TPUl"' DLýr CUPPENT IN ME:T .,RS
cVC2X=SVC2X + DVC2X(J)
SVC2Y= SVC2Y + CVC2Y(J)
WRIT,-(LUO3UT,47ea)VC2X(J).VC2Y(J)

4-7-t FO'OMAT(I v(Z)2X= ,F7.&.4X, 'V(C)2Y(M/S)=.I
7 .*4)

VC2 (J) =SOPT (VC2X( J )**2+VC2V ( J))**2)
ANVCR(J)=A-AN2(VC2Y(J)9VC2x(J))

C, ~CrNV': ZT Fýq RADIA~NS TO D. GR---S
ANVC2 ( J=ANVC2( J )*57.*3
%P'IT-( LUn)LT,4PO)JVC2(J) ,.NVC2( ii

4.84 FOFPMAT(4 X.-1TSfO OF VC2='9F!.2v2Xt-Y-O!SP FVC()'F**
vkP IT-. (LUOUT 94 9A) SVC ?X 9SVC 2Y

0 ZCCNT-iNU-
WIPIT((LUC-U',4cq) FW2XT,FW2VT

400o FC'PWAT( TOVT WIND X-FOPCF(N)=#,Fno2,2X9*TQT Y-PfF~pr='9Fl*).
WYT;-(LUr~UTI,4Q) FS2xT.FS2vT

4-l F~qMAT(s TCT VSUrF FfPFN)4F,9Xtn Y-FORCE=4.F9*2)

jC CCMP1JTE AVEPAGiý WIND ANC~ S3UFACF CUPPENT FODCF
FW2XA= F42XT/2.3
F%2VA= FW2YT/23
FSc2XA= FS2XT/23
F52YA= FS2YT/23
wP!TF(LUCUjT94O6) Fw?xA, FW?YA

49f =OR'4AT(I AV=- WIND X-C~f2N=t922X*-rRE9;12
WRI'TE( LUCUT#S-'?7) FS2XA9FS2YA

4)7 PCqVATVf AVc* SUv- Cur-p r2NF2aVFcFF,92
C Ce*Tr-.-mIN- NET EFFECT OP WIN'N E, SURF CURRF*4' FCRC-zS ON F3UOY-2-

WRIT..(LUCUT9502) SVC?XoSVC2Y
5C~2 FPRMAT(I TOlT X-CISPL OF VC2(M):e.-F9*292X**TOT Y-DISO=19FOo2)

So= =nPMAT(//' 73EGIN CALCULATICNS CN 9UCY-10#//)
C
c
C CALCULATE C')PC-FrTLE TO.AJE:CTCPY OF c7UCY-19 THFN IT7-f.ATF OJN

C ABOVF AND) BPLOW WATER DQAG COFFFICIFNTS IN ORDEP TO MAKE `F~RM1NAL

c 1C~INTS OF: tUOY-2 & IUCV-l AGRFI WITHIN 100 METERS

c INIT IALIZ'
C V~ TOT D)I~LAC-z'ic2NT rOl "ITrU=" CuciRFKT AS MEiASUPFD FkY 1
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SVCI =O .00
TCTIX=0 .0

TOl T=Y0. 0

FW1YT=.09
FSIXT=0*0
FSI YT=o .0

%QIT`?(LUOUT,511) C2 T
c BEGIN '300 LOOP FOP 23-HOUR, HOURLY rCMPUTATIONS POP Buoy-i

C

FWP1=XT T(WPIXT + rWPIYx

FwYxSrIN(ANWR 1)*FWI

TIXTi= TOITi + XVB1X

YV~31Y= VFIY(IJ)*3600o

TOTIY= TOTIY + YVBIV

WPTTE(LUOUr,512) VWPI,AWRID
WRI T~(LUCUT .510) J, VWP lX VWC1 V
WPIT~.(LUOUT*498) FWIXT, FWIYT
WrvITE(LUOUT .514) FWIXtFWIY
WR1Ttý(LUOUT*513) FWI*AWRID

51C, FORMAT('* HR=' e1 2 t 2 X94VX(WIND)-V(Pl)=49Fl.2t2Xt6VY(WIND)-.VY(91)=*#F
11502)

511 FORM4T(i CUQPENT VALUr CF OFAG CONST C?(KG/M)=IPPB*3#//)519 FORMAT(I WIND VEL QFL TO BI(M/S)=S.F~e3.2X,9ANGLF(DEG)=*PF7.1)
i13 FOFMAT(f WIND V'FC&(N) CN 1=l9P7.392X,'ANGL~tDEG)=a9F-p.1)
514 FORMAT(# WIND/-ji X-FORCý:(N)=*,F6.2.2X.IY-FORCE=.,F6.

2 )515 POPMAT(* TOT X-CIST MOVI-11 BY EC-()'F,'329YDS=943
AP 1X=A8S( VWP X)
AWRIY=A8S(VWRIY)

C CALCULATE VALUE OF SURF CUrFK5T RELATIVE TO SUOY-I
vsq1 X=V!UpX (J )-VpX (IJ)
VSRIY=VSURY(J)-VPY( I*J)
WR1TE(LUO)UTvR520)J9VStPIXvVSPIY

920 PCOMAT(* HC= *I2 * 3 X.*VX(SUP)-V(PI)Xt9F6.*4.2X#oVY(SUp)..V(et)=4...,F
141
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VSP 1=SQFZT( V9 IX**2 + V4;'1VI**2)
ANVSI=ATAN\2(VSR1YoVSr 1
AVs 1f=ý: - .3*6ANVS 1

21ý ?IFORMAT( I VSUPF PcL. TO0 I1=* ,P1.392X9 ANGL~r(nFG)= 9"s )
c. CALCULAr= SUFZFACF~ CLrr.,;=K? FC)Ct: TFFM ON 9iUCV-l

FSI=C2*(VSQI**2)
Fcq1X=FSI*CrCS(ANVSI)

c CCMPiJT= 2.3-1-OUP~ TOTA5L iFCrC Ofý Rl LCU'. TC V(SUr-FI-V(RI)
ýSIYT=ýS1XT + ýSIX
FS1IY=FSl *S!N( ANVS I)
FSIY'r=FS1VT f FSlY

C' ??p FrnqM&r( I V.SUP~r FO Cr- ( N) IJ I = A X, N~-(,, -

ihRIYT Z(L.U~lJT *524) FS1XoF'ýIY
5?'- FOR'MAT(I VSUPF/RlX- rC=(N)= ,P&.2,2X,'Y-FCEC¼I.2

wrFI~l'( LUCIJT ,4cq) FC1 xT.FSlYT
C SUM WINC & SURF CUPP=NT Cv'MFON"NTS

FIX=FWIX + F:S1x
FIY= FW1Y + FSlV

VWRIT:(LuCrUr,=2'5) FIX,91Y
ii Cfl9MAT(l NX X--FCrC- ON 93UOY-1(N)'.9F7.2.2X.4Y-P)RC--,=o

7 .?2)
PF=SQFT(FlX**2 + FlY**2)
AK-7FR=ATAN2(FIY9F lX)
ANFQI1 57.1*ANECP
VR TFf( LU )UT ,52) FlsaNrr I

=?rl lP~MAT(f TOT 91 FPP FOPC5(-N)=,F7.2,2X,'ANGLE-(OEG)=',F7@1)
c CgL.CULAT;- SLIP VF'LOCITY V(1)-V(C)

=)2 POcPAT(# *3UmlY-1 SLIP VEL(M/S)=,F6.4,2XO*ANGLE(DEG)=',F,*'e)
C CALCULArr cr'MPCNONTI, CF SLIP FFLA'IV%~ VPLOCITY

Vl9LX=V S!L*cfls(ANEFP)
'Vs1SLY=VI SL.*cIN(ANFRfl)
VCIX(J)=VRK(IJ)--VISLX
VClY(J)=V9Y(I9J)-VlSL.Y

C SUM' COMF('NNTS rF Of->ý'P CUr-0vNT M-ASUPtt) PY MINI(3UOV-..1VJi-1)
CVrlx( j)=VC 1X(J) *3'-C).
EVC1X=SVC1X+IDVCIX(J)
CVC1Y(J)=VCIY(J)*3to00.
FC ICY=SvC1Y+CVC1 Y( J)

C C'C'PUTt. MAGNITUDI & )j'CIN C~P=P' CUPRýNT
VCI(J)=qOýT((VCIX(J))**2+(VClV(J))**2)
ANVC ( J )=AT&N2( VtiY( J)9*Vl X (J))
AVC1('(J)=4NV~l(J)*E7.23
%DTTý(LU()UT954O) JqVC1(J) ,AVC1U(J)

:).O F 'j3,-iAT( I HR=091293X9*DCF: VC-L(M/S)=OFJ%*4,3'(,ANGLF=',F
7e1)

WR I Tt (LUCUT 't44) SVC lXSVC IY
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54.4 FORM4AT(* X-DISF OF VC1X(M)=UF9.2.2X, 'Y-)ISPLACEMý-NT= ,FJ.2./)

50CONTINUT

C END ODO LOOP. CHECK FOP FINAL POSITION OF BUOY-i FEEL TO 90OUY-2
C
C COMPUT-i ANGLF GF NS-T SUPFACE CUPPFNT FCPCE ON BUOY-I

F~lT=1SOPT(FW1XT**2 + FWIYT**2)
AFw1R= ATAN2(FWIYT*FWIXT)
AFwiP)= E7.3*AFWlP
WRITE(LUOUT .49') FWIXToPWIYT
WPITE-(LUCUT9548) FWITAFWIC

548 FORMAT(# TOTAL WIND FOQCE= ON Pl=*9FS.292X9*ANGLE=*.F7*1)
FS1 T=sQPT(FSI XT**2.rSIYT**2)
AFSiP=ATAN2 (FSlYTFSlXT)

AFS1D=57o3*AF51PI WPITI(LUCUT,955) FSlT*AFSID
clif FORMATr(O TOT SUPP FO'PCý! VNi',qF892,2x9ANGLE=*sF7o1)

wITF(LUGCUT,5E4i) SVCIX*SVClY
C FCTE1 594#&

C
C F3FGIN (3UOY-1 WIND ITEPATIONS
C
C
C CALCULLATF COM4PONENT [,1FFEV7fNCE-S I BUOY VIRTUAL DISPLAraiMUNT

CSVCY=SVC2Y-SVCI 5 FTP

55 FORM6AT(' NOT VIND UA ITR',4I,2X,'ISPLAEM FROR*.6.,//
c Dc4 FpMT( TOT(DVX-CIS+' OVCY**2)=.Q2xTTYCS *F.,

C LOGIC17 FOR R DTPOSITONVGN SIGN (ATND) DIRCCT OF 5I0 FFFECT
C CALOSING P.RINTOU NC"P~AE PC ~:S IPAEETO UY

C Ct~CK O S IF OI. WIND OTP SAFCI CUPFT TEATO

C5 FORMAUT(# ANOL OFN FINAL VIRTUAL ISPLACEMENT VECTR0=t61/)

C Cl-ECK FOR LINE-= IF DONWINPL PCIP AND SURF CUPFP'T ITRTON

IF( A3S(ADVCT-AFSiP )-O.3) 55G,550 9960O
5511 %RITE(LU3UT9570) ClADVCP,*CCITw
570 FORMAT(O CI=',F9.3,2XiIANG(92.-P1)=.,F8.3,2X,@NO.WIN!'IP.41

GO ýO 0576
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c Cl-IrCK FOP 190 fFGPrc CqIFNTATTCN EPPOP RFrWEFN POENS F, VIZZUPF EFF

C, IF( ASS( (A-:)VC'-3*1415 9 ) - A 1= S I P 0 . 3 e f 2 9 ;.5 t,- 2 s 7 2
5t-,2 ý\PITF(LUOUT957C) CIADVCT*CCITW

CC TO 670
-7 , 1 .4 PITH(LLOU 95?P) AcV"Vt5=Vlc

-Z -74 F0,17 AAA *r( 0 W I N'ý ":rF I N-04CP'-'Pe `--PP ANG= 4 #FR *392Xt * VSUOF AN G= I *F -Is 3)

c fil, 'I M F TQQT ST-, P OF W INC IT $ýP AT! CM

!ýFTVQMINT WH-zTH':P Tr, TNCReASi Or- rFCF.FAS-c nUOY-I WTNn ý:,IEF AFTEa

c r-IqS" CH-r-KING riý VI-TULL nrýITIC.,ýj r'F- (lUrYF t;-'L TO W1W.;

I=(=lqlXT*GSVCX)
C C'lPPFCT POP DIFFFr-f:NC':q FY C141ýrr- OF PRAC- CL.)FF AROVI, WAT"

Cl= clvcw
Gc ýr) I-po
1-1= 1:1/cw
Gr TO 41>0

620 CCITW= ýrITW + I

%0 I"r' ( Lt JOU7's"-22) Cl
-22 P0zmA7(9 ::UziQ$rNT VALUrý 0= 'WINr CPAG r.OF9: Clz POUY-1,C1=4,Fý,3)

640 CCNTINUE

c 4EGI.N :5()pp rUcl-'-NT TTýPATIIINS

(.1 CALCULAr--' * COMPCNENT f;IFF,-Pt-NC`-c; IN, PUOY VIP"*UAL DISPLACI--14":*N-

0 C S v C X = S V C 2 x -- s v c I x
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